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MSI EUROSATORY 2018 SPECIAL / SSM / Message

In today’s world, countries confront with a broader 
spectrum of threats and risks from terrorism  
to migration and cyber-attacks to border security, 

and transnational risks dominate the security concerns 
of countries all over the world. Turkey gives utmost 
importance to international solidarity and cooperation 
with friendly and allied nations in such a security 
environment.

We are proud that Turkey, particularly in the last 
fifteen years has made a quantum leap for its goal 
of modernizing its large scale armed forces and 
strengthening the defence industry capabilities aiming  
to reduce its dependency. Now, Turkey is one of the 
major players of international defence market,  
who can initiate indigenous important projects to meet 
its own needs. In 2017, the total defence and aeronautics 
sector turnover reached $6 billion while the exports 
of defence industry products, which are of critical 
importance in terms of the sustainability of the sector, 
increased to $2 billion. Turkish defence companies 
ASELSAN, TAI and ROKETSAN are among world’s 
top defence players. This rapid progress became 
possible thanks to a strong collaborative ecosystem 
among the industry, small and medium enterprises, 
universities and research organizations. 
We currently see an increasing demand for 
Turkish defence and security systems, land and 
naval platforms, aerospace products and 
electronic warfare systems. Within this framework, 

we expect the Eurosatory exhibition, which is one 
of the world’s largest international defence and 
security exhibitions, to be a valuable opportunity 
to advertise the advanced capabilities of 
Turkish defence sector. 

The number of Turkish exhibitors and their visibility 
increases continuously in these exhibitions in 
parallel with the capabilities and strength of 
Turkish Defence Industry. This year, more than 
50 Turkish companies attend to Eurosatory and 
this is the largest attendance up to this date. 
Our companies will have great opportunity to meet 
numerous delegations and many high-level officials, 
and our SMEs will be able to develop a strong 
international network of clients, meeting military 
and industrial procurement officials, and to generate 
business opportunities showcasing their technologic 
capabilities.

I wish the event a great success, and all guests and 
participants a most rewarding and enjoyable time in 
Eurosatory Land and Airland Defense and Security 
Exhibition.

 Ismail DEMIR, Ph. D.
 Undersecretary
 Presidency of the Republic of Turkey
 Undersecretariat for Defence Industries

Turkish Defence Industry and International Cooperation
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For Turkey, the defence and aerospace sector 
represents a crucially important sector, the 
continuous development of which remains a must.  

As is the case elsewhere in the world, the Turkish defence 
and aerospace sector is developing with emphasis on 
technology and innovation.
Exports are of critical importance for the continued 
growth and development of the sector, as well as its 
global expansion and integration, and products of 
the Turkish defence and aerospace sector are today 
bolstering the security of different countries over a vast 
geographical area, stretching from North America to 
Africa, and from Europe to the Middle East. As the Defence 
and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI), 
our primary goal is to further expand Turkey’s export 
capacity, and to start adding new countries to our list of 
collaborations. We are working to enhance our presence 
over a wider geographical region and to contribute to the 
security of an ever-increasing number of countries.

R&D: Crucial for Competitiveness
To become globally competitive, we need a sector that 
engages in export-oriented manufacturing and which 
exports high-end technology. We must invest more in R&D 
and manufacture higher value-added products, and with 
full awareness of this necessity and the determination to 
achieve our targets, we are moving forward, on course, 
by gaining new assets and strengths on a daily basis. The 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) and the 
relevant ministries are making significant contributions to 
the development of the sector, and in this context, we feel 
encouraged by the awareness of the importance, for the 
sector, of the support given to R&D.
Today, our sector is more than able to offer internationally 
competitive products and develop innovative projects. We 
have a sector that is capable of:
n	 Designing and producing its own trainer aircraft,
n	 Launching its own war ships,
n	 Conducting different unmanned aerial vehicle 
 projects, and
n	 Making its presence felt in the international arena 
 with a wide range of products, from helicopters 
 to missile systems and rifles.
These products will undoubtedly carry our export 
performance to even higher levels.

Great Pride in our Products
Owing to its expanding product range and superior 
capabilities, the Turkish defence and aerospace sector 
now enjoys a favoured position from which it is even able 
to set standards. Our sector is today the proud owner 
of ALTAY, which stands out as the newest generation 
and most up-to-date tank design, as well as the 
MPT-76 modern infantry rifle, the ATAK helicopter, 
various armoured combat vehicles, multi-purpose 
tactical wheeled and tracked land vehicles, unmanned 
aerial vehicles and ships that have superior capability. 
We have a strong sector that offers indigenous solutions 
which can be tailored to different needs, and we hold 
among our ranks companies that have gained worldwide 
recognition for their successes in modernisation 
projects.

Ready for New Projects
With our steadily growing sector, and in the face of 
changing conditions in both our region and the world, 
we are continuing to supply the systems and platforms 
required by the Turkish Armed Forces, by other public 
agencies in Turkey, and by friendly and allied nations. 
We are also working with full dedication and energy to 
produce the highly-capable, high-quality and 
cost-effective solutions that are required by these 
systems and platforms. In this context, we view 
Eurosatory 2018 as an important opportunity to describe 
and demonstrate all our works and capabilities.

Defence and 
Aerospace Sector: 
Turkey’s Rising 
Strength

Latif Aral ALİŞ
Chairman of the Board of Directors at SSI
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Dear readers,
As Gebze Technical University (GTU), Turkey, it is our plea-
sure to address you on the occasion of Eurosatory 2018. 
Defence and security are two concepts that go hand in hand, 
and looking at these concepts from the perspective of land 
and airland defence and security is an essential issue, par-
ticularly when the ever-shifting economic, political and so-
cial dynamics of our age are considered.  
Turkish defence industry today is on the rise and it owes its 
current strength, to a great extent, to the well-established 
past of the Turkish Armed Forces. The history of military or-
ganization in Turkey dates back to ancient times. This year 
on June 28th, Turkish Land Forces will be celebrating the 
2227th anniversary of its foundation. It has also been nearly 
200 years since the military organization in Turkey closely 
following and participating modern military technologies. 
In parallel with that, Turkey’s defence industry has learned 
much from the past practices and experiences, and devel-
oped its own national high-tech unmanned aerial vehicles, 
tanks, missiles and radar systems, and is currently an ex-
porter of military equipment. In line with its 2023 Vision for 
the centenary of the Republic of Turkey, Turkey aims to be-
come a completely self-reliant state in terms of defence and 
homeland security. However, no developments and innova-
tions occur on their own, and it is not possible to act national 
without thinking and becoming international first.
Universities are paths to establishing international relations 
and collaborations in an academic setting. They are the pri-
mary places where research is carried out and knowledge 
is produced, and the more a university is internationally 
open, the greater the academic connections and success it 
achieves. Universities are also a vital source of ideas and in-
novations. However, none of these can exist alone and for 
their own sake. Through projects and collaborations, tech-
nology and innovation are transferred to industry, and value 
(be it commercial, social or any other type) is created and 
delivered around the world.
As GTU, defence is, besides information technology and 
nanotechnology, our project area of priority and we wel-
come international researchers. This led us to establish 
our Defence Technologies and Simulation Lab in 2001. In 
this lab, a HLA (High-Level Architecture) simulation proj-
ect was carried out for HAVELSAN, which is an affiliated 
company of Turkish Armed Forces Foundation, and this 

was an example of knowledge transfer from university to 
industry. 
In 2014, we established the Institute of Defence Technol-
ogies, which is a research institute within our institution.  
Following the establishment of this institute, on  
November 11, 2015, we signed the SAYP (Researcher  
Training Program for Defence Industry) Protocol  
with 9 leading companies in the defence industry, includ-
ing ASELSAN (a Turkish Armed Forces Foundation compa-
ny), BMC, FIGES, HAVELSAN, ROKETSAN (another Turkish 
Armed Forces Foundation establishment) and STM, which 
are all exhibitors in Eurosatory 2018, and three other com-
panies, under the auspices of SSM (the Turkish Undersec-
retariat for Defence Industries). Through SAYP, employ-
ees in the aforementioned companies have been given the 
opportunity to conduct studies on graduate level at GTU, 

Prof. Muhammed Hasan Aslan (PhD), who penned down this message for 
Eurosatory 2018, is the Acting Rector of GTU. 

Research and projects are an indispensable part of the education provided 
at GTU. In 2017, Ahmet Alperen Bulut, a 4th year undergraduate computer 
engineering student at GTU, became entitled to receive a grant from TÜBİTAK 
with his graduation project on UAVs.

GTU team with their UAVs in 2017 TÜBİTAK International Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle Competition

The 2017 
Workshop 
for SARES 
(Sustainable 
Aviation 
Research 
Society) 
was held 
at GTU, 
April 2017.
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producing value-added projects for and meeting the needs 
of the defence industry. And this was where we saw the 
industry knowledge being transferred to university, turned 
into innovation, and transferred back to the industry, which 
exemplifies the now-emerging 4th generation university 
concept.
From 2016 on, the number of events and activities focused 
on defence and security increased at GTU. Between October 
12th and 15th, 2016, we hosted the 2016 TÜBİTAK (Techno-
logical Research Council of Turkey) International Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle Competition at our campus, and the GTU 
team, which consists of GTU students, won two honourable 
mention prizes, one for their fixed wing UAV and one for their 
rotary wing UAV. In TÜBİTAK International UAV Competition 
for 2017, the GTU team won another honourable mention 
prize for their rotary wing UAV.
On April 6th and 7th, 2017, we hosted the Sustainable Avi-
ation Research Workshop in collaboration with SARES 
(Sustainable Aviation Research Society) at our campus and 
discussed with the scholars, engineers and researchers 
working in the field of aviation the current state of national 
defence industry and the problems of the sector. 
As GTU, we also always try to update the degree pro-
grams we offer drawing on the recent developments in  
science and industry. To that end, we launched the thesis 
master’s degree program in CBRN defence in 2018-2019 
Academic Year and started admitting students to this  
program. The program aims to produce next genera-
tion CBRN professionals for defence and security and  
scientists conducting fundamental and interdisciplinary 
studies in this field. We also know that the Eurosatory  
2018 will be presenting a new international thematic  
event dedicated to CBRN issues and this indicates for us 
the currency of the subjects we provide as an academic in-
stitution.
Last but not least of the examples we can provide for our 
activities related to defence and security within the limits of 
this message is the Science and Technology Days (Bilim ve 
Teknoloji Günleri  / BTG), organized annually by IEEE GTU 
Student Branch. The 5th Science and Technology Days took 
place on May 2nd and 3rd, 2018, and the topic of one of the 
panel sessions at this event was the defence industry. Two 
of the three panel speakers of the session were executives 
from VESTEL Defence and ASELSAN, which are exhibiting in 
Eurosatory 2018. 

GTU is always open to new projects and collaborations that 
will work toward improving science, society and industry. It 
always welcomes international students, researchers, insti-
tutions and organizations. Our efforts as a university have 
been recognized by both national and international institu-
tions and authorities up to now. In 2017, we were designated 
as one of the 10 research universities of Turkey by President 
Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. We are also the 3rd best for 2017 
in the Entrepreneurial and Innovative University Index by 
TÜBİTAK. In addition, we were placed in the 601-800 band in 
Times Higher Education (THE) World University Rankings for 
2018. Besides all these, seeing the companies we constantly 
communicate and collaborate in the Exhibitors List for Euro-
satory 2018 also makes us proud. We wish all stakeholders 
and participants of Eurosatory 2018 a nice time and hope it 
yields fruitful results for everyone involved.

Former GTU Rector Prof. Haluk Görgün (PhD) and Deputy Undersecretary 
for Defence Industries Celal Sami Tüfekçi sign the SAYP protocol, 
November 11, 2015.

A photograph from the 5th 
Science and Technology 
Days (BTG) in May 2018, 
which was organized by IEEE 
GTU Student Branch and 
a whole session of which 
was allocated to the topic 
“defence industry”, with 
IEEE GTU Student Branch 
Executive Committee 
Chair and Electronics 
Engineering Student Mete 
Karaosmanoğlu, GTU Acting 
Rector Prof. Muhammed 
Hasan Aslan (PhD), and 
GTU Vice Rector Prof. Babür 
Özçelik (PhD) sitting in front 
(left to right).

Visit GTU website or follow GTU on social media to stay in touch:
l www.gtu.edu.tr 
l www.facebook.com/GtuEduTr
l www.twitter.com/GtuEduTr 
l www.youtube.com/gtuedutr
l www.instagram.com/gtuedutr

Prof. Muhammed Hasan Aslan (PhD),
Acting Rector, GTU
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Occupying a total area of 250.000 square meters in 
Pınarbaşı Plant, BMC continues to manufacture bu-
ses for public transportation, heavy duty trucks for 

transportation and logistics industry together with the tac-
tical armoured vehicles for the realm of defence industry. 
Operating with a highly skilled workforce including over 2000 
white and blue collar employees and with the capacity of ma-
nufacturing 22 thousands of vehicles, BMC is moving forward 
to become a global brand via the renewal of its goals.
Thanks to its capability of responding back to the changing 
conditions and customer demands in the quickest way, the 
company boasts a product range that includes vehicles for 
all segments. BMC’s strong position in the global market, 
as well as its effective marketing strategy provides the abi-
lity to respond rapidly to the customer needs with innovative 
products in domestic and overseas markets. In this regard, 
BMC, guiding the industry with its knowledge and experien-
ce, is going to set the stage for 6 vehicles at Eurosatory 2018, 
Paris, France.
The company will reveal the latest versions of the following 
vehicles: VURAN (the Multi-Purpose Armoured Vehicle 
Equipped with ASELSAN SARP Dual System), AMAZON (the 
Multi-Purpose Armoured Unmanned Vehicle), VURAN (the 
Multi-Purpose Armoured Vehicle Equipped with Howitzer), 
KİRPİ-II Ambulance (the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected 
Vehicle), KİRPİ-II (the Mine Resistant Ambush Pro-
tected Vehicle Equipped with ASELSAN SARP Dual 
System), and 5 Ton 4x4 Armoured Tactical Whee-
led Vehicle.

KİRPİ-II (4X4)
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Vehicle 
Equipped with ASELSAN SARP Dual System
KİRPİ-II, the new version of the legendary KİRPİ which has 
become famous at the category of the mine resistant am-
bush protected vehicles for its durability, presents an inno-
vative feature as having an independent suspension system. 
In addition to its highly protective features against mine and 

hand-made explosives, KİRPİ-II 
continues to be the leader regar-
ding both passenger conformity 
and road handling.

BMC Showcases Latest Versions 
of Its High Performance Vehicles 
at Eurosatory As one of the leading Turkish automotive 

companies providing solutions in both 
defence and transportation industries, 
BMC was established in 1964 in İzmir. 
Since the first day of its foundation; 
BMC, by developing in-house know-how  
via its own R&D Centre, has achieved 
a significant contribution of 10 billion 
dollars to Turkish economy. 
Throughout 54 years, BMC has 
accomplished successfully the 
hard task of manufacturing over 
300.000 vehicles in total.

12 - June 2018

KİRPİ-II (4X4) - Mine Resistant 
Ambush Protected Vehicle 
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Monocoque type armoured cabin and ballistic glasses, shock 
absorbing seats, V-shaped underbelly, gun ports and emer-
gency exit hatch are the leading features of KİRPİ-II. The 
discriminative qualities of the vehicle are as follows: Remote 
controlled weapon station, sniper detection system, internal 
communication system, CBRN filtration system, Jammer, 
360 degree/front/rear view cameras and automatic fire de-
tection and suppression  system  together with central tyre 
inflation system, electrical and air connectors for towing and 
being towed; IR, blackout and camouflage lighting; NATO 
towing hook; transportability on air and railway and driver 
information system KİRPİ-II is designed to compensate for 
the needs of the Turkish Armed Forces and the other Allied 
Countries’ Armies.

VURAN (4x4)
Multi Purpose Armoured Vehicle 
Equipped with Howitzer
At Eurosatory 2018, BMC will launch the VURAN 4x4, 
The Multi-Purpose Armoured Vehicle. Thanks to its  
monocoque type armoured cabin and ballistic glasses, 
shock absorbing seats, V-shaped underbelly, gun ports 
and emergency exit hatch; VURAN is part of a family inc-
luding the Multi-Purpose Armoured Vehicles. It provides 
mine and ballistic protection for its crew. Front and rear 
view camera, automatic fire detection and suppression 
system, remote controlled weapon station, central tyre 
inflation system, run-flat tyre inserts and A/C with hea-
ting and cooling functions are the outstanding features of 
VURAN 4x4.

June 2018 - 13

VURAN (4x4)
Multi Purpose 
Armoured Vehicle 
Equipped with 
Howitzer, howitzer 
in retracted 

VURAN (4x4)
Multi Purpose 
Armoured Vehicle 
Equipped with 
Howitzer, howitzer 
deployed.
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AMAZON (4X4)
Multi Purpose Armoured Unmanned Vehicle
AMAZON, which is another vehicle that will be presented by 
BMC at Eurosatory 2018, is one of the newly generated un-
manned genre which guarantees the security of its crew aga-
inst mine, ballistic and hand-made explosive threats. It has 
the capacity to carry on 7 passengers and has a high mano-
euvre capability. The distinguishing features of the vehicle are 
as follows: Automatic fire detection and suppression system, 
central tyre inflation system, run flat tyre inserts, rear view 
camera, blackout and camouflage lighting.
11 cameras convey the image to the command centre. In ad-
dition to this, there is a 256 byte of telemetry intelli-
gence ongoing in between the command centre and 
the vehicle. In any case that the vehicle’s remote 
control happens to be disappeared, AMAZON au-
tomatically ceases to work in a secure position.

VURAN 4X4
Multi-Purpose Armoured Vehicle Equipped 
with ASELSAN SARP Dual System
At Eurosatory 2018, BMC sets the stage for the Mul-
ti-Purpose Armoured Vehicle. Thanks to its monocoque 
type armoured cabin and glasses, shock absorbing seats, 
V-shaped underbelly, gun ports and emergency exit hatch; 
VURAN 4X4 is part of a family including the Multi-Purpose 
Armoured Vehicles. It provides mine and ballistic protec-
tion for its passengers. Front rear view camera, automa-

tic fire extinguishing system, remote controlled  
weapon station, run-flat tyre inserts 
and A/C with heating and cooling  

functions are the outstanding features of 
VURAN 4x4.

AMAZON (4X4) - 
Multi Purpose Armoured 
Unmanned Vehicle

VURAN 4X4 - Multi-Purpose 
Armoured Vehicle Equipped with 
ASELSAN SARP Dual System
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KİRPİ-II AMBULANCE 4X4
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Vehicle
With its interior design fully fledged as an ambulance while 
having the same qualities with the other members of Mine 
Resistant Ambush Protected Vehicles, BMC Mine Resistant 
Ambush Protected Vehicle KİRPİ 4x4 Ambulance is deve-
loped by the company special to carry patients. Especially, 
under intense fire at the battle, this vehicle is developed to 
carry away the injured patients.
KİRPİ is designed to compensate for the needs of the Turkish 
Armed Forces and the other Allied Countries’ Armies.

5 Ton Tactical 
Wheeled Vehicle
The truck has 285 PS engine and 4×4 wheel configuration. Its 
armoured cabin with heater and windshield defroster, fully 
automatic transmission is in compliance with NATO standar-
ds. Thanks to its 5 tons of pay load, BMC’s 5 Ton Tacti-
cal Wheeled Vehicle plays a prime mover among several 
terrain vehicles. u

5 Ton Tactical Wheeled Vehicle

KİRPİ-II AMBULANCE 4X4 - 
Mine Resistant Ambush 
Protected Vehicle
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While the Laser Guided Long Range Anti-Tank Mis-
sile System (L-UMTAS) is already in the inventory 
of the Turkish Armed Forces, following the comple-

tion of the qualification phase, the qualification phase of the  
UMTAS with an imaging infrared seeker has been completed 
for the product and production line. In addition, a number 
of test firings from attack helicopters have been success-
fully completed, and the serial production of the missile has 
begun. While the integration of UMTAS into armoured land 
vehicles and land platforms is under way, the ongoing pro-
cess of product and production line qualification of OMTAS 
has now been completed and the missile is ready for serial 
production.
Selçuk YAŞAR, President and CEO of ROKETSAN, states 
that with UMTAS and OMTAS they have developed a prod-
uct family that will serve their users for many years. “The 
point is, anti-tank missiles are not just about eliminating the 
ever-developing armor technologies; now you need to be ca-
pable of meeting all kinds of emerging threats. In addition to 
their anti-tank capabilities, which are their main mission, the 
UMTAS and OMTAS were designed to be effective against any 
other ground or surface threats. We will be witnessing such 
implementations frequently in the coming period.”

Future of Land-Launched Anti-Tank 
Missile Arrives at Eurosatory
ROKETSAN, one of the world’s leading 

developers of rockets, missiles and 
guided munitions, is showcasing its 

Medium Range Anti-Tank Missile 
System OMTAS at Eurosatory 2018 

for the first time. OMTAS and the 
Long Range Anti-Tank Missile System 

UMTAS are being developed in line 
with the requirements of the Turkish 

Armed Forces. The UMTAS and 
OMTAS Missiles, which are being 

developed as a product family, enable 
ROKETSAN to meet the various 

requirements of users in today’s 
battlefield.
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ROKETSAN is 
showcasing 
its Medium 
Range Anti-Tank 
Missile System 
OMTAS at 
Eurosatory 2018 
for the first time.
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Diverse Product Range from ROKETSAN 
for Every Need of Armed Forces
ROKETSAN satisfies armed forces’ needs with its highly 
diverse product range. Developing effective products in 
every segment of the rocket, missile and munition industry 
– from the KHAN Missile to fuse systems, from the SOM 
Stand-Off Munition family to MAM Smart Munitions, and 
from UMTAS to CİRİT Missiles – ROKETSAN is also offer-
ing solutions in such niche areas as ballistic armour and 
munition facilities. ROKETSAN enters 2018 having taken 
up position on Defense News’ list of the world’s largest 
100 companies based on turnover figures.
Not limiting itself to the development of its own indige-
nous technologies, with which it is setting new standards 
in its fields of activity, ROKETSAN is also supplying ef-
fective, immediate and tailored solutions in response to 
its customers’ requirements to deal with global threats.  
ROKETSAN products boast two features that further en-
hance the level of interest they generate: advanced tech-
nologies, and combat-proven reliability. 
Engaged in deeply-rooted collaborations in the Gulf  
Region, and providing original solutions to custom-
ers whenever needed, ROKETSAN will continue to be a  
reliable partner for countries in the region in the upcom-
ing period.

Technical Specifications of the L-UMTAS

Effective Range 500 m - 8000 m
Diameter 160 mm
Length 1.8 m
Weight 37.5 kg
Guidance Semi Active Laser Seeker

Warhead
  Tandem Warhead Effective Against 

  All Types of Armor Protection High Explosive
  Warhead Alternative

Technical Specifications of the OMTAS Missile

Effective Range 200 m - 4000 m
Diameter 160 mm
Length (Missile) 1,8 m (including Launch Tube and Shock Absorber)
Weight (Missile) 35 kg (including Launch Tube)
Weight (Launcher Unit) 36 kg
Guidance IIR Seeker

Warhead
 Tandem Warhead Effective Against  

  All Type of Heavy Armored Vehicles

Technical Specifications of the UMTAS Missile

Effective Range 500 m - 8000 m
Diameter 160 mm
Length 1.8 m
Weight 37.5 kg
Guidance  Infra-Red (IIR) Seeker 
Warhead  Tandem Warhead

L-UMTAS

UMTAS

OMTAS

Pedestal Mounted CİRİT (PMC) System
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ROKETSAN 122 mm Family Rockets
The 122 mm Artillery Rockets designed and produced by 
ROKETSAN can provide mass fire power with a wide cover-
age on high-payoff targets up to 40 kilometres with perfect 
accuracy and minimum dispersion. 
ROKETSAN Artillery Rockets provide timely, accurate and 
effective fire support to manoeuvring forces. TR/TRB-122 
Rockets have been ensuring appropriate dispersion char-
acteristics which are used by the artillery units against area 
targets. TR/TRB-122 Rockets have the longest range with 
high flight stability and minimum dispersion.
TR-122 rocket has a HE (High Explosive) warhead and TRB-
122 rocket has a HE – fragmentation warhead in which 
there are more than 5.500 steel balls.

ROKETSAN TR/TRB-122 Rockets are being produced in two 
different configurations. In the first configuration, TR-122 
and TRB-122 rockets are delivered in wooden storage and 
transportation boxes for steel tube launching.
In the other configuration TR-122 and TRB-122 rockets can 
be stored, transported and used in sealed pod. Sealed pod 
brings the advantages of requiring no maintenance, no spe-
cialized workforce during storage and loading and offers 
protection of rockets against humidity, corrosion, shock 
and vibration throughout their shelf life.

Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) Rocket and 
Launching System 
ROKETSAN Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) Rocket and the 
Launching System is one of the most modern ASW systems 
with automatic engagement capability, detonation depth 
control thanks to its time fuse, and insensitive munition 
characteristics.
As a weapon system of naval platforms the ASW Rocket and 
Launcher System is effective against underwater targets. 
The ASW Weapon System is capable of automatic launcher 
laying. System can utilize data of the sensors (sonar, ship 
gyro, meteorological, GPS, etc.), and can be used for tar-
gets in 500-2000 m range and 15-300 m depth.
ROKETSAN ASW Rocket can be fired in single or salvo 
modes from the stabilized launcher integrated on a naval 
platform. ROKETSAN ASW Rocket has insensitive (IM) high 
explosive warhead and IM motor which are desired in mod-
ern naval weapon systems. Detonation depth can be con-
trolled remotely by using time setting fuse.
ASW rocket is contained in a sealed launching tube which 
provides maximum protection against adverse environ-
mental conditions. Sealed launching tube can be handled by 
two operators. The ASW Rocket has a shelf life of 10 years.

Technical Specifications of TR-122 and TRB-122 Rockets

 TR-122 TRB-122
Diameter 122 mm 122 mm

Maximum Range
 36 km (Sea Level) 36 km (Sea Level)

 40 km (600 m Altitude) 40 km (600 m Altitude)

Minimum Range
 16 km (Sea Level) 16 km (Sea Level)

 21 km (600 m Altitude) 21 km (600 m Altitude)
Weight 65.9 kg 65.9 kg
Propellant Type Composite Solid Composite Solid

Warhead
 

HE
 HE + Fragmentation

  (Steel Ball)
Warhead Weight 18.4 kg 18.4 kg
Warhead Effective Radius 20 m 40 m

Fuse Type
 

Point Detonating
 Proximity (with Point

  Detonating Backup)
Shelf Life 10 years 10 years
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ROKETSAN’s Ballistic Protection Solutions 
for Tanks, Armoured Vehicles, Military 
Camps and Air Platforms 
ROKETSAN is extending the application areas of its ballis-
tic protection solutions. Having developed, manufactured 
and successfully completed the qualification of the armour 
system for the ALTAY main battle tank, ROKETSAN is now 
showing up in this field with implementing also the Explosive 

Reactive Armor (ERA) System. ROKETSAN’s ERA system 
solution:
n	 Provides protection against anti-tank ammunition 
 with the tandem warhead,
n	 Uses ROKETSAN developed insensitive explosives,
n	 Minimises collateral damage,
n	 Makes dismantling and renewal processes easier 
 with its modular design, 
n	 Is applicable to various armoured vehicles, and
n	 Does not require maintenance throughout its life cycle.
ROKETSAN also provides protection against RPG (rocket pro-
pelled grenade) type threats with its light weight RPG Shield 
System for the vehicles in the inventory of Turkish users and 
for the KİRPİ vehicles in the inventory of a foreign user.
The company’s ballistic protection solutions also include 
solutions for helicopters. ROKETSAN, who develops floor, 
side and seat armour for helicopters, made its first appli-
cation to the BLACK HAWK helicopters in the inventory of 
Turkish Gendarmerie.
Furthermore, ROKETSAN’s ballistic protection solutions for 
military camps are listed as follows:
n	 RZB-20 Armor Block: This is comprised of high strength
 composite protection panels for the protection of 
 military zones against medium calibre armor piercing
 (AP) threats.
n	 RZP-10 Fragmentation Shield: This is used to provide 
 protection against mortar threats for the containerized
 accommodation camps.
n	 RZK-7 Armor Cage: This maintains protection of 
 military zones against RPG threats.
Drawing attention to the fact that ballistic protection systems 
are critical systems used to protect the lives of military and se-
curity staff, Selçuk YAŞAR, President and CEO of ROKETSAN,  
commented on ROKETSAN’s approach regarding this prod-
uct family as follows: “Ballistic protection systems should 
be developed as fast as the threats, so that they can keep 
up with them. The solutions offered by ROKETSAN to its 
customers have shown how closely the company has been 
following developments and how fast it has developed solu-
tions. One of our key advantages is that we are also working 
on rocket and missile systems, the aim of which is to over-
come ballistic protection systems. This brings ROKETSAN to 
a very privileged position and we use all the advantages of 
this privilege for the benefit of our customers.”

ASW Rocket and Launching System Technical Specifications

Range  500-2000 m 
Depth of Detonation 15 m-300 m 

Warhead
 High Explosive (HE)

  Insensitive Munition (IM)

Fuze
 Time Setting (Depth Control by the 

  Fire Control Computer Remotely)
Diameter 196 mm
Weight (Rocket) 35.5 kg
Weight (with Tube) 43 kg
Length (Rocket) 1300 mm
Explosive Weight 12 kg
Launching  System Weight 
(w/o Rockets) 

1220 kg

Propellant Type Reduced Smoke Composite
Salvo Interval 0.8 sec

Launching System
 Stabilized, Automatic Launcher Laying 

  Using Ship Sonar Data
Number of Rockets 
in the Launcher 

6 Rockets 

Launcher Laying  Automatic-Manual 
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CİRİT Goes Thermobaric
CİRİT, the 2.75″ Laser Guided Missile with the longest range 
in its class, continues to expand its capabilities by adding 
Thermobaric Warhead to its warhead options. Accordingly, 
the number of alternative warheads offered by the company, 
which previously had two options including the multi-purpose 
warhead with anti-armour, anti-personnel and incendiary 
functions and the high explosive warhead, has increased to 
three. 
The CİRİT’s integration capability with various platforms is 
also noteworthy. Work is continuing on the integration of the 
CİRİT, which is already being used on the T-129 ATAK and 
AH-1 COBRA attack helicopters, to the TIGER Helicopter. 
The latest memorandum of understanding signed between 
ROKETSAN and MBDA Germany during the ILA 2016 was 
about this integration.
While work on the integration of the CİRİT to the BLACK HAWK 
helicopters is progressing, there is also ongoing work on its 
integration to light helicopters. The most recent development 
in this field was the memorandum of understanding, signed 
during Farnborough 2016 between ROKETSAN and Airbus 
Helicopters, on the integration of the CİRİT to the H135M and 
H145M helicopters and with Airbus Defense and Space for 
C295 Gunship Aircraft.
While on one hand, working on the integration of the CİRİT 
to various unmanned aerial vehicles continues unremitting-
ly, on the other, ROKETSAN has shown that the missile can 

be integrated to land vehicles through the Pedestal Mounted 
CİRİT (PMC) System and can be used as an effective weap-
on. ROKETSAN also demonstrates to its customers how the  
CİRİT is launched from fixed and mobile land systems. CİRİT 
missile system integrated to a towed land platform was or-
dered by a customer abroad, which is already in use.
Previously integrated into the AT-802 Border Patrol Aircraft, 
the CİRİT was also integrated into the C295W aircraft for Farn-
borough 2016, in line with a cooperation agreement signed 
with Airbus Defence and Space, and the aircraft was exhibited 
at Dubai Airshow 2017. Studies are also being carried out on 
the use of CİRİT on fast patrol boats and corvette-sized ships. 
The missile has already been used on some of these plat-
forms during various operations and has also proven itself 
during combat.
Emphasizing that the CİRİT All Up Round Missile is a sys-
tem that can meet variety of user operational requirements, 
Selçuk YAŞAR, President and CEO of ROKETSAN, said “The 
CİRİT is taking the concept of the ‘2.75” guided rocket’, which 
emerged from the idea of having a cost-efficient missile, to a 
much higher level. The CİRİT, which is the leader in its class 
with a range of 8 km, has also shown that it is capable of car-
rying out some of the missions of other missiles in higher 
classes. It is now possible to meet the guided missile needs 
of land, air and naval forces with a single missile production 
line. I can confidently say that there is no other missile on the 
market that can offer such flexibility with these costs.”

Technical Specifications of the CİRİT Missile

Length  1.9 m
Weight 15 kg (without canister)
Range 1.5 km (min) – 8 km (max) 
  • High Explosive Warhead

Warhead • Multi-Purpose Warhead (Anti-Armor, 
   Anti-Personnel, Incendiary)
  • Thermobaric Warhead

Guidance
 Mid-course Guidance with MEMS-IMU

  Terminal Guidance with Semi-Active Laser Seeker
Propulsion Minimum Smoke Composite Solid Propellant 
  All Platforms with MIL-STD-1760 Interface
Platforms (Fixed and Rotary Wing Aircrafts, 
  Land Vehicles, Naval Platforms and UAVs)
Target Types Light Armoured/Unarmoured Vehicles Infantry
Laser Designation Compatible with STANAG 3733

22 - June 2018

CİRİT is already being used on the T-129 ATAK 

ROKETSAN also 
demonstrates to its 
customers how the 
CİRİT is launched from 
fixed and mobile land 
systems. 
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ROKETSAN’s MAM-L 
Boosts Effectiveness 
of UAVs
The Smart Micro Muni-
tion (MAM-L), developed by 
ROKETSAN in line with today’s 
battlefield requirements, at-
tracts attention as a solution 
that increases the efficiency 
of air platforms with low pay-
load capacity, especially that 
of unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAV). MAM-L, a variant of 
the Laser Guided L-UMTAS 
(Long Range Anti-Tank Mis-
sile System) that is also devel-
oped by ROKETSAN, the only 
difference being that it does 
not have a rocket motor and 
glides in the air has already 
been integrated to the BAYRAKTAR and KARAYEL tactical 
UAVs that are currently being used by the Turkish Armed 
Forces. The MAM-L, which is being successfully used in var-
ious operations involving UAVs, stands out as a munition that 
has proved itself in the field.
With its low weight of about 50 pounds and a length of 1 m, 
the MAM-L offers a cost-effective solution for light attack 
aircraft as well as UAVs. The MAM-L, with its high explo-
sive fragmentation warhead, is highly effective against light 
structures, unarmoured ground vehicles, radar antennas 
and soft targets like weapon pits and personnel, in a 25 m 
radius. The other version with tandem high energy anti-tank 
warhead is effectively used against heavy armoured tanks. 
The munition can be used efficiently at ranges of up to 8 km, 
depending on the altitude from which they are released, and 
the range can be extended to 14 km with optional INS/GPS 
version.
Meanwhile, the fact that MAM-L is a member of the same 
family with ROKETSAN’s medium range anti-tank missile 
OMTAS and long range anti-tank missiles UMTAS/L-UMTAS, 
offers a significant advantage to its users in terms of training 
and logistics.
ROKETSAN also gained considerable experience in the in-
tegration of the MAM-L into air platforms. As long as the air 
platforms have the required infrastructure, ROKETSAN can 
operationalize the MAM-L by completing all the related in-
tegration works within a few months. In the event of the in-
frastructure requiring additional elements, ROKETSAN also 
offers its customers integration support.
Selçuk Yaşar, President and CEO of ROKETSAN, states that 
the MAM-L will soon become the preference of many coun-
tries: “The design and application concept of the MAM-L pro-
vides its users with the capability of effectively neutralizing 
time critical targets, particularly those that arise during re-
connaissance and surveillance missions. Meanwhile, thanks 
to its precision guidance and small dimensions, the MAM-L 
offers a solution with a low collateral damage. When com-
pared with all the other capabilities of the armed forces, a 
combination of the MAM-L and a tactical UAV is the most 
cost effective solution. We believe that soon other countries 
will also start taking an interest in this solution.”

Next Generation Cruise Missile, SOM
Stand Off Missile (SOM) is an air to surface cruise missile 
family against highly defended stationary and moving land 
and surface (Anti-Surface Warfare/ ASuW) targets. Its mod-
ular design supports operational flexibility.
The first flight test of SOM was performed in 2011 and serial 
production was started in 2013 under the contract between 
ROKETSAN and Turkish MoD. As part of the serial production 
frame the production line qualification has been completed 
and the first batch of missile deliveries with the components 
of the SOM Missile System, including the Test & Program-
ming Unit and the Captive & Dummy Training Missiles, have 
been successfully delivered. Further capability enhance-
ment activities are still in progress within this contract.

Technical Specifications of the MAM-L

Diameter 160 mm
Length 1 m
Weight 22 kg
Max. Range 8 km (14 km with INS/GPS option)
Guidance Laser Seeker
Platforms UAV’s, Light Attack Aircrafts

SOM
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A contract for the in-house development of a smart munition 
compatible with the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, which will be 
based on the existing SOM technology, was signed in 2012 
between ROKETSAN and the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries. Within this scope, SOM-J development activities 
besides the platform integration studies in collaboration 
with the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics, the main contractor 
of JSF Program, have been initialized in 2014.
A business partnership agreement was signed with Lockheed 
Martin Missiles and Fire Control (LMMFC) for the design, de-
velopment, production and marketing of the SOM-J Weapon 
System in 2014 and the contract was signed in 2016. The in-
tegration activities of F-35 are being carried out by Lockheed 
Martin Aeronautics, and these activities are planned to be 
completed in 2023. The SOM-J specifically developed for in-
tensively protected targets, developed for the F-35 aircraft, 
for sea and land targets, will be carried inside the airframe 
to maintain the low radar signature of the aircraft. 
SOM provides availability to adaptation to various missions 
due to its open architecture software. Composite materials 
are used within its structure and the radar absorbing ma-
terial enables low visibility. SOM provides the advantage of 
smaller size and weight, compared to similar systems with a 
250+ km range for SOM and 200+ km range for SOM-J. SOM 
operational concept will be enhanced by in flight re-pro-
gramming and network capabilities to be enabled by the in-
tegration of data link. 

T- 107/122 MBRL System
The T-107/122 Multi Calibre and Multi Barrel Rocket Launch-
ing (MBRL) System is a highly mobile modern fire support 
system which performs mass lethal fire with 107 mm rock-
ets and 122 mm rockets/missiles from a close battle area 
to a depth of more than 40 kilometres. In addition to 107 
mm rockets and 122 mm rockets/missiles, the system has 
a flexible structure to fire other types of rockets and guided 
munitions of the future.
The T-107/122 is a launching platform with superior fire pow-
er that can fire 60 rounds of 107 mm rockets or 20 rounds 
of 122 mm rocket/missiles. Since 107 mm rockets and 122 
mm rockets/missiles used by the system are kept in sealed 
and thermally insulated pods and fired; the possible short-
est loading times as well as protection against unfavourable 
environmental conditions are ensured. 
In addition to indirect fire capability the T-107/122 Launch-
er has direct fire capability to launch 107 mm rockets. The 
T-107/122 is able to fire the 107 mm rockets at targets at 
a negative elevation. Using this ability, especially needed in 
mountainous areas, the T-107/122 can aim and hit targets 
below the launcher’s altitude.
Because of its light, small and compact structure, the 
T-107/122 can be transported by all transportation means: 
land, air, sea and rail. It is transportable by almost all types 

SOM-J 

T-107/122 MBRL Technical Specifications

Diameter 107/122 mm
 Sealed and Thermally Insulated Pods
Number of Tubes 60 (3x20) 107 mm
 20 (1x20) 122 mm
Min. Salvo Interval 1 sec
Vehicle 4x4 or 6x6 Tactical Wheeled Vehicle

Cradle Laying
 Automatic by Weapon Management System

 Manual Back Up
Stabilization 4 Hydraulic Stabilizers
Navigation System INS/GPS
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of cargo planes. Therefore, the T-107/122 is able to support 
overseas operations in addition to operations in its own ter-
ritories.    
The T-107/122 launcher platform is a 4x4 or 6x6 tactical 
wheeled vehicle whose brand and models are chosen ac-
cording to the customer’s logistics infrastructure and de-
mand. It is equipped with the necessary mechanical, electri-
cal and electronic subsystems to perform the various steps 
required (mission planning, deployment, ballistic calcula-
tion, laying etc.) in order to conduct a fire mission. 
The T-107/122 system can be customized in different ver-
sions, which have different sub-systems including platform 
(vehicle), radios, power sources, navigation systems etc., in 
various brands and models according to the user’s logistical 
infra-structure and needs.
Due to the fully automatic weapon control, navigation and 
laying systems, the T-107/122 has a crew of just two, con-
sisting of a commander and a driver. However, the crew 
number can be increased according to the user’s needs.

T-122/300 MBRL System
The T-122/300 Multi Calibre and Multi Barrel Rocket Launch-
ing (MBRL) System is a highly-mobile modern fire support 
system which performs mass lethal fire with 122 mm and 
300 mm rockets and missiles from a close battle area to a 
depth of more than 100 kilometres. In addition to 122 mm 
and 300 mm rockets/missiles, the system has a flexible 
structure to fire other types of rockets and guided munitions 
of the future.
The T-122/300 is a launching platform with superior fire 
power that can fire 40 rounds 122 mm rockets/missiles or 
4 rounds 300 mm rockets/missiles. Since 122 mm and 300 
mm rockets/missiles used by the system are kept in sealed 
and thermally insulated pods and fired; the possible short-
est loading times as well as protection against unfavourable 
environmental conditions are ensured.
The T-122/300 provides timely and accurate fires to ma-
noeuvre forces with its modern sub-systems in all ranges 
from close battle to deep battle. 
The T-122/300 is also a deterrent force due to its long range 

and mass fire capabilities. It is therefore ready for vital tasks 
in a very wide array of missions from peace support opera-
tions to the attack with fire missions in addition to standard 
tactical missions for the support of a manoeuvring force.
The T-122/300 launcher platform is a 6x6 or 8x8 tactical 
wheeled vehicle whose brand and models are chosen ac-

cording to the customer’s logistical in-
frastructure and demand. It is equipped 
with the necessary mechanical, electri-
cal and electronic subsystems to per-
form various steps required (mission 
planning, deployment, ballistic calcula-
tion, laying etc.) in order to conduct a fire 
mission. 
The T-122/300 system can be custom-
ized in different versions, which have dif-
ferent sub-systems including platform 
(vehicles), radios, power sources, navi-
gation system etc., in various brands and 
models according to the user’s logistical 
infra-structure and needs.
Due to the fully automatic weapon con-
trol, navigation and laying systems, the 
T-122/300 has a crew of just two, con-
sisting of a commander and a driver. 
However, the crew number can be in-
creased according to the user’s needs.

T-107/122 MBRL Technical Specifications

Diameter 122/300 mm 
 Sealed and Thermally Insulated Pods                 
Number of Tubes 40 (2x20) 122 mm
 4 (2x2) 300 mm

Min. Salvo Interval
 0.5 sec (122 mm Rockets/Missile)                     

 25 sec (300 mm Missile)
Vehicle 6x6  or 8x8 Tactical Wheeled Vehicle

Cradle Laying
 Automatic by Weapon Management System                          

 Manual Back Up
Stabilization 4 Hydraulic Stabilizers
Navigation System INS/GPS
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Laser Guidance Kit 
TEBER 
TEBER is a low-cost la-
ser guidance kit that is 
attached to MK-81 (250lb) 
and MK-82 (500lb) gener-
al purpose bombs. TEBER 
converts the bombs into 
precision smart weapons 
using INS, GPS and Laser 
Seeker. 
TEBER’s modular design 
offers affordable options. 
An add-on Laser Seek-
er which is located on the 
front section allows pre-
cise hit capability for mov-
ing, relocatable and mar-
itime targets even if the 
target is manoeuvring at 
high speeds. Laser Seeker may be equipped with or without a 
Height of Burst seeker. 
TEBER tail section can identify the bombs (MK- 81/MK-82) 
which is integrated onto and can be installed very quickly in 
the field with Laser Seeker. Tail kit contains a GPS/INS for 
precise guidance and aerodynamic control surfaces. Body 
Strakes enable additional lift and stability, and provide the 
weapon manoeuvre capability. u

Technical Specifications of TEBER

 INS only

Guidance Modes
 INS+GPS

 INS + GPS + Laser 
 INS + Laser
Range(Min, Max) 2-28 km 
CEP - 50 <3m
Manoeuver Capability ± 3 g
Moving Target Engagement < 45 km/h
Weapon Weight (MK-82, MK-81) ~270 kg (595 lb), ~155 kg (345 lb)

Length  (MK-82,MK-81) 2650 mm (104’’), 2100 mm (81.5’’)
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TRG-300 TIGER Missile System
The Artillery Missile TIGER (TRG-300), designed and pro-
duced by ROKETSAN, is a ground to ground missile which 
can provide mass fire power on high payoff targets with cov-
erage between 30 km and 120 km range with perfect accura-
cy. TIGER Missile provides timely, accurate and effective fire 
support to manoeuvring forces. 
TIGER Missile is able to hit targets accurately with its sat-
ellite system supported inertial guidance system. TIGER  
Missile is placed inside a canister and it is stored, transported, 
loaded and launched in Missile in Canister (MIC) configuration.
TIGER Missile can be launched from ROKETSAN made MBRL 
Weapon System, T-122/300 MBRL Weapon System, MCRL-
122/300 Launching Vehicles and other compatible platforms 
with suitable interfaces for integration.
The Launcher is used to fulfil fire support missions for ma-
noeuvring forces against area/high pay-off targets, day & 
night and in adverse weather conditions. The launcher plat-
form is integrated on a 6x6 Tactical Wheeled Vehicle (TWV) 
that has superior on-road and off-road travel capacity as 
well as a strong structure providing a reliable platform.
The Launcher is also a deterrent force due to its long range 
and mass fire capabilities. It is therefore ready for vital tasks 
in a very wide array of missions from peace support opera-
tions to the attack with fire missions in addition to standard 
tactical missions for the support of a manoeuvring force.
The Launcher has shoot-and-scoot capabilities enabled by 
navigation, automatic hydraulic levelling & stabilization and 
automatic cradle laying capabilities integrated to the weapon 
management system. 
The Launcher is equipped with the necessary mechanical, 

electrical and electronic sub-systems to perform various 
steps required (mission planning, deployment, ballistic 
calculation, laying etc.) in order to conduct a fire mission, 
either under command of Command & Control Vehicle or 
individually. The system can be customized in different ver-
sions, which have different sub-systems including platform 
(vehicles), radios, power sources, navigation system etc., in 
various brands and models according to the user’s logistical 
infra-structure and needs.
Due to the fully automatic weapon control, navigation and 
laying systems, the Launcher has a crew of maximum three, 
consisting of a commander, a gunner and a driver.

Technical Specifications of TIGER Missile

Diameter 300 mm
Maximum Range 120 km
Minimum Range 30 km
Weight  585 kg
 Satellite System
Guidance

 Aided Inertial Navigation System( INS)

Control
 Aerodynamic Control with 

 Electromechanical Actuation System
Propellant Type Composite Solid
Warhead Type HE- Fragmentation (Steel Ball)
Warhead Weight 105 kg
Warhead Effective Radius ≥ 70 m
Fuse Type Proximity (with Point Detonating Backup) 
Shelf Life 10 years
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NMS 4x4: A Dose of 
High Performance 
and Protection Modularity
With the recent addition of the NMS 4x4 to its diverse product family, 
Nurol Makina continues to make a difference in the 4x4 tactical 
wheeled armoured vehicle sector, which is becoming an area of intense 
competition and fierce rivalry. The NMS 4x4 opens up new doors and 
new possibilities to its users by adding modularity to the sector standards 
of high-performance and superior survivability.
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With ASELSAN’s antitank missile system, the NMS 4x4 effectively becomes a tank hunter.
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The growing threats faced by land vehicles have resulted 
in heavier and more sluggish solutions, stemming from 
designs and add-ons that over-emphasise higher pro-

tection levels. Furthermore, the fact that military platforms 
are used, on average, for up to 30 years necessitates them 
to be adaptable to changing and evolving threats. After no-
ting that the current designs are no longer able to adequa-
tely meet present-day requirements due to their increasing 
weight and unwieldiness, Nurol Makina sought to satisfy the 
need for varying levels of protection and payload with a sing-
le vehicle: The NMS 4x4. By prioritising modularity, the NMS 
4x4 offers its users the ability to adapt both to current and 
future threats.

Adjusting the Required Level of Protection
While designers often boast that their vehicle offers the best 
level of protection, certain in-the-field needs and require-
ments may, once the vehicle is launched onto the world mar-
kets, turn out to be quite different to what was envisaged in 
the design project. Certain countries in the world confront 
the harshest of threats on a daily basis, while others only 
need vehicles that can offer protection against lower levels 
of threat.
When it comes to protection, meeting a variety of different 
needs with the same vehicle is a difficult-to-attain target for 
designers; however, the NMS 4x4 clearly stands out as a ve-
hicle that has achieved this target.
The NMS 4x4 provides its users the ability to apply scalable 
armour through the addition or removal of armour plates at 

different protection levels from its hull. These adjustments 
do not have to be the same all around the vehicle. For ins-
tance, based on user preferences, the vehicle’s engine and 
personnel cabin can be granted higher protection, while the 
payload section at the rear can feature lower protection le-
vels. This effectively multiplies the number of alternative 
mission configurations available to the user.
Another advantage offered by the NMS 4x4 in this respe-
ct is that its armour plates have been developed by Nurol 
Technologies -which also operates under Nurol Holding-  
and the synergy between the two companies has paved the 
way for the production of vehicle-specific armour plates.  
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NMS 4x4’s possible payloads include 
ASELSAN’s IGLA missile launcher system.

Engin Aykol, General Manager of Nurol Makina
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Qatar as the First Customer
Qatar became the NMS 4x4’s first customer 
following the signing of a letter of intent concerning 
the vehicle’s purchase between Barzan Holding 
and Nurol Makina during DIMDEX 2018. 
The agreement was signed at a ceremony 
held on the second day of the event by 
Major General Hamad bin Abdullah Al Marri, 
Command of the Qatari Special Forces; 
Dr. Anıl Karel, Deputy General Manager of 
Nurol Makina; and Muhammed Jaber Labda, 
Programmes Director of Barzan Holding. 
The company has also signed a contract with 
Qatar for the sale of EJDER YALÇIN III vehicles, 
and the first user of both vehicles will be Joint 
Special Forces Command under the Qatar Emiri 
Land Forces.
Speaking at the ceremony, Maj. Gen. Al Marri said: 
“I am very pleased to be purchasing NMS 4x4 vehicles 
from Nurol Makina; and as this is the world’s best 
vehicle in its class, I believe that this agreement 
will take us forward.””
Speaking on behalf of Nurol Makina at the event, 
Dr. Karel shared the following remarks:  
“It is likely that during our talks before the signing 
of the EJDER YALÇIN contract, the Qatari officials 
already had the NMS 4x4 in their sights, and had 
perhaps already planned to acquire the vehicle. 
It was later that they made their request regarding 
the NMS 4x4, stating that the vehicle was highly 
compatible with their concept of use, and expressing 
their desire to sign a contract as soon as possible. 
This contract is of great importance, in that 
we will be successfully exporting the NMS 4x4 
before even selling it in Turkey. This contract 
differs from the one we signed with Qatar 
for the EJDER YALÇIN, since the two vehicles 
feature different concepts of use and are in 
different classes.”

This full compatibility of the armour plates with the vehicle’s 
hull not only keeps protection at the highest level, but also 
helps minimise such drawbacks as weight. In the longer-term, 
this synergy also ensures the NMS 4x4’s continuous readi-
ness and its ability to adapt to the ever-changing threats.

Different Vehicle Configurations: 
Not an Issue for NMS 4x4!
Users nowadays are often looking for a number of different 
configurations when acquiring 4x4 armoured wheeled vehic-
les. In addition to a general purpose or personnel carrier, 
they may also ask the producer to provide other configura-
tions, such as anti-tank, air defence, command control, re-
connaissance and surveillance, ambulance, mine/IED detec-
tion and disposal, and CBRN reconnaissance.
This is precisely another area in which the NMS 4x4’s mo-
dularity comes in handy. First of all, the vehicle possesses a 
modular load-carrying compartment at the rear that can eit-
her be joined with the cabin section or employed for different 
purposes. Moreover, this section can also be integrated with 
such payloads as weapon systems, but in all configurations, 
this section remains accessible from inside the cabin.
Combined with Nurol Makina’s extensive experience in the 
development of vehicle configurations for different missi-
on requirements, this feature of the NMS 4x4 results in a 
low-risk solution for the user, regardless of the configu-
ration. Nurol Makina has gained vast experience in the de-
velopment of different configurations, particularly for the  
EJDER YALÇIN, having developed over 10 configurations for 
the vehicle so far.

NMS 4x4 Prepares to Enter the Field
Nurol Makina continues to develop the NMS 4x4 with the 
experience earned through its vast product family. Fol-
lowing the manufacture of the preliminary prototypes as 
proof-of-concept for the vehicle, the company has rolled 
out further prototypes that will serve as basis for serial 
production, and these vehicles are now undergoing quali-
fication. Preparations for serial production are scheduled 
to be concluded by the third quarter of this year, and once 
these steps are out of the way, the NMS 4x4 will commence 
tests and trials in countries that have so far shown interest 
in the vehicle.
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During DIMDEX 2018, Nurol Makina signed a contract for the sale of 
NMS 4x4 vehicles to meet the requirements of Special Forces Command 
of the Qatar Emiri Land Forces.
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The tremendous potential of the NMS 4x4 has already been 
recognized, with the first order received even before the afo-
rementioned preparation process has been completed. Engin 
Aykol, General Manager of Nurol Makina, sees this as an in-
dication of what likely awaits the vehicle in the coming peri-
od: “Current and potential users of Nurol Makina products 
around the world seek not only a high-performance vehicle, 
but also a reliable supplier and business partner that is eager 
to share and collaborate. Nurol Makina has shown, time and 
again, that it is in the position to meet all three of these requ-
irements in the best way possible. Our vehicles have always 

demonstrated superior performance in the tests in which they 
have participated overseas, and we have met all the demands 
of our users in a timely manner. This has given us internati-
onal standing as a reliable company, and this is supported by 
our willingness to forge local industry collaborations with all 
countries, when required. The fact that the NMS 4x4 has re-
ceived orders before entering the field is testament to all the 
advantages provided by Nurol Makina that I have just listed. I 
am confident that the NMS 4x4 will emerge from its tests as a 
superior vehicle, and that it will join in service all of our other 
vehicles that are working to make this world a safer place.” u

Two different versions of the NMS 4x4 were showcased during DIMDEX 2018 on the stand of Barzan Holdings: one integrated with an IGLA missile launcher 
system (left); and the other with an antitank missile system (right), both supplied by ASELSAN.
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Stating that Otokar is Turkey’s most experienced de-
fence industry company in land systems, Serdar 
Görgüç, General Manager of Otokar, said, “Otokar con-

tinues to invest in research, development and new technolo-
gies to provide fast and optimal response to the expectations 
and demands from the defence industry. Otokar has been 
allocating 4 percent of its revenues to research and develop-
ment for the last decade. The Otokar R&D centre is equipped 
with simulators, testing equipment and the latest informa-
tion systems to create and evaluate information. Otokar 
continues to increase its armoured vehicle deliveries in line 
with user expectations. The success of Otokar’s armoured 
vehicles has always been a reference for new orders. Otokar 
has also started to stand out in global scale not just for its 
products with fully-owned intellectual property rights, but 

also with its know-how, engineering, R&D and technology 
transfer capabilities.”
Serdar Görgüç underlined that Otokar as a registered NATO 
and United Nations supplier is ready to manufacture the best 
vehicles with modern equipment in line with the user needs, 
“We have been able to gain significant experience about re-
sponding to the needs and expectations of our users through 
the military vehicles currently serving in 5 continents. We 
analyse the different requirements and expectations of over 
50 users, and we swiftly create the solutions to meet these 
needs. As our clients become our references for new orders, 
we continue to include new countries among our clientele. 
More than 30.000 Otokar military vehicles are in active duty 
in very different geographies and risky zones around the 
world.”

Otokar, the largest privately owned company of Turkish defence industry, 
participates in Eurosatory with Otokar designed Tulpar, Arma 6x6, Cobra II, 
Cobra and Kaya II armoured vehicles.

Otokar Participates in 
Eurosatory with 5 Vehicles
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Otokar COBRA II
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Otokar represents Turkey in the defence industry with its 
world-renowned vehicles and has realized Turkey’s larg-
est defence industry export deal for a single item in 2017. 
With the founding of Al Jasoor as a joint venture with its local 
partner in United Arab Emirates last year, Otokar has added 
another first to its achievements in the defence industry with 
technology transfer. With the deal signed by Al Jasoor for 
$661 million to deliver 8x8 armoured vehicles to United Arab 
Emirates Armed forces, Otokar has expanded the scope of 
its exports activities with technology transfer.
Otokar, since its establishment in 1963, has been one of the 
rare institutions that can develop its own technology and suc-
cessfully maintain its brand and national identity in its prod-
ucts. Focusing on R&D, the company was able to introduce 
numerous innovations and firsts in Turkey including the pro-
duction of first tactical wheeled armoured vehicle, first ar-
moured vehicle exports, and first original 8x8 combat vehicle 
production. Otokar, operating in its respective segments with 
original products designed and produced in line with its own 
R&D activities, has allocated nearly 4 percent of its turnover 
in the last decade for R&D.

Otokar Wheeled 
Armoured Vehicles
Otokar stands apart with its 
expertise in the design, devel-
opment and system integration 
of all kinds of vehicles and plat-
forms in the field of land vehi-
cles for the defence industry. 
Otokar designs and manufac-
tures a wide range of tactical  
armoured vehicles including 
4x4 URAL, COBRA, COBRA II, 
KAYA II, ISV, ARMA 6x6 and 
ARMA 8x8. Otokar products are 
recognized for their survivabil-
ity, superior tactical and tech-
nical features and high ballistic 
and mine protection. The vehi-
cles serve various types of mis-
sions including border patrol, 
fighting vehicle, command post, 
reconnaissance and similar.  

Otokar Tracked Armoured Vehicles 
Otokar’s TULPAR tracked armoured vehicle family is de-
signed as a multi-purpose vehicle platform with its sig-
nificant ballistic and mine protection and superior fire-
power to support new generation main battle tanks in 
battlefield and also for providing fire support for infantry.  
TULPAR’s high power to weight ratio, all-terrain high-per-
formance suspension and automatic track tensioning system  
offer superior mobility in diverse terrain and climatic  
conditions.

Otokar Turret Systems
With the expansion of its vehicle family, Otokar turned its 
focus on turret and weapon station development. With al-
most 30 years of knowledge and expertise in turret systems 
design and integration, Otokar developed MIZRAK, BOZOK,  
BASOK, UCOK and KESKIN remote controlled turrets rang-
ing from 7.62 mm to 30 mm. With its high-performance, 
high-tech turret systems, Otokar aims to strengthen its plat-
forms and gain competitive advantage in the world. u

Otokar ARMA 6x6

Otokar TULPAR
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FNSS stands out as a company which can offer complete 
solutions both to armed forces that wish to procure the 
best available land platforms, and to countries that are 

seeking to develop their domestic industries. FNSS platfor-
ms and weapon systems meet the most stringent of requ-
irements, practically setting world standards of their own, 
while its broad experience in collaboration and technology 
transfer is allowing it to acquire important work shares in 
projects in which users seek to promote the development of 
their own local industries.
FNSS’ programmes with the United Arab Emirates (UAE), 
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Oman and Indonesia all stand as 
success stories demonstrating the company’s outstanding 
performance in this regard:

FNSS Showcases 
its New Generation 
Tracked & Wheeled 
Armoured Vehicles 

at Eurosatory 2018
FNSS, continues to be the first choice of 

the armed forces of various countries, 
due not only to the high performance of 

its products, but also its contributions 
to the development of local industries. 
Aiming to expand its user base, FNSS 

will showcase the PARS III 8x8 and 
PARS 4x4 Wheeled Armoured Vehicles 

(AMV) and the KAPLAN-20 New 
Generation Armoured Fighting Vehicle 
(NG-AFV) at Eurosatory 2018, which all 
been developed to meet a broad range 

of operational needs.
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PARS III 8x8 Wheeled 
Armoured Vehicle 
(AMV)

K. Nail Kurt, General Manager and CEO of FNSS
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n	 Having delivered 133 ACV-15
 vehicles to the UAE, 
 FNSS continues to carry out
 the maintenance and
 management of these
 vehicles through its 
 UAE office. 
n	 FNSS forged its first
 relations with Malaysia
 through the ACV-15, and

under three separate orders 
Malaysia purchased a total 
of 267 ACV-15s & ACV-19s 
in different configurations. 
The project also involved 
the transfer of technology 
and the final assembly of 
some of these vehicles – 
designated ADNAN by the 
end user – in Malaysia.

n	 When the Royal Saudi Arabian Armed Forces 
 considered the modernisation of different types of 

M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier, FNSS not only 
offered them an effective solution, but also 
implemented it by assuming the operation of the 
Al-Kharj maintenance and repair facilities belonging 
to the Royal Saudi Arabian Armed Forces. 
Within the scope of successive contracts that involved 
three phases, FNSS modernised over 1,000 M113’s 
to the M113A4 level.

n	 Pleased with its ADNAN tracked armoured vehicles,
Malaysia also selected FNSS for the development 
and local production of wheeled armoured vehicles, 
purchasing a total of 257 AV8 GEMPITA platforms in 
12 configurations, based on FNSS’ PARS family of 
vehicles. Benefitting from the experience it gained with 
ADNAN, the Malaysian industry (DEFTECH – DRB-HICOM 
Defence Technologies) assumed the role of prime 
contractor in this project.

n	 Following the Malaysian example, Oman also selected
the PARS product family to meet its wheeled armoured 
vehicle requirements. Currently preparing to deliver a 
total of 172 vehicles in 13 configurations to Oman, 
FNSS will also provide local solutions to the vehicles’ life 
cycle support and management requirements. 
While 145 of these vehicles will be PARS III 8x8 
platforms, delivered in eight different configurations, 
the remaining 27 will be PARS III 6x6 platforms, 
and will be delivered in five different configurations.

n	 In line with evolving concepts of warfare, Indonesia
identified a requirement for a medium-class tank. 
FNSS and its local partners jointly developed the 
KAPLAN MT, which is currently undergoing 
qualification tests. 

A common feature of FNSS’ activities in these countries is 
high user satisfaction, and the frequent follow-up of the ini-
tial contract with new contracts. This has led FNSS’ business 
volume outside Turkey to pass the $2.6 billion mark.

K. Nail Kurt, General Manager and CEO of FNSS, 
commenting about their international collabo-
rations, said: “FNSS is a company with a deep-
ly-rooted corporate culture of working as a team 
with both the user and local industry in different 
countries. In every country we go to, we adopt a 
holistic approach to projects by taking the enti-
re life cycle into account. Our goal is to provide, 
from the very first delivery, the best systems in 
the world to our users, and to ensure that the-
se systems remain as ready and effective as they 
were on their first day for their entire duration of 
use, until they are removed from the inventory. 
To achieve these goals, we adopt different coope-
ration models in line with our users’ preferences. 
Based on the level of competence of local compa-
nies, we have successfully implemented a large 
variety of business models, ranging from tech-
nology transfer to joint development. We find the 
new opportunities ahead to be very exciting, and 
we are ready to forge new collaborations and to 
build new friendships.” u

PARS 4x4 Wheeled Armoured Vehicle (AMV)

KAPLAN-20 New 
Generation Armoured 
Fighting Vehicle 
(NG-AFV) 
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The MILMAST product 
family are carbon-fib-
re composite systems. 

FİGES has significant tech-
nical background and expe-
rience especially for analy-
sis of composite structures 
with long fibre lengths, so 
the product family have 
been designed and tested to 
work with maximum sensi-
tivity and confidence on slo-
ping grounds and turbulent 
sea conditions.
In these analyses, state-of-
the-art computer simulati-
ons are used and the results 
are evaluated by the expe-
rienced engineers (with PhD 
degree) of FİGES. Among 
the evaluation criteria, it 
is in the first place that the product adheres to the military 
standards.
There is almost no limit to the load types that can be placed 
on MILMAST product family such as antennas, radar and we-
apons systems, surveillance and communication systems, 
submarine periscope systems, and many others.
The patented locking system, which is only available in  
MILMAST product family and developed by FİGES, offers a 
significant technical advantage over its competitors. This 
system works in perfect harmony with the drive system, whi-
ch is again governed by the software algorithm developed  
by FİGES.

FİGES not only delivers the mast; also provides a set of ser-
vices and sub-systems, such as:
n	 Platform integration
n	 Electronic interface developing
n	 Cable channels and cabling
n	 Long-term logistic support
n	 Sensitive Stabilisation Kit
n	 Pan Tilt
MILMAST product family can be reliably deployed on heavy 
duty operations, including:
n	 Search and surveillance
n	 Electronic communication and warfare

MILMAST Product Family 
Elevates the Standards
As the variety of payloads for military and civilian 
applications increases, usage of masts, which elevate the 
payload to perform their functions better on the mobile 
and fixed platforms, have also increased. FİGES has 
developed MILMAST Telescopic Lifting Systems product 
family, which can be used in any type of land or marine 
platforms, both for civilian or military purposes.

42 - June 2018
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n	 Target acquisition devices
n	 Weapon turrets
n	 Sensor and radar systems
n	 Fire extinguishing applications

Starting with Turkish Armed Forces, FİGES aims to make 
the MILMAST product family a common sight on various land 
and naval platforms. u

 KEY FEATURES
l	 Electro-mechanical carbon-fibre composite structure
l	 Conformance to MIL-STD-810G
l	 Extended height between 3-20 meters
l	 High payload capacity
l	 Robust design
l	 Lightweight and compact design
l	 Compatible with sloping lands
l	 Silent operation
l	 Special design for low bending and displacement
l	 Rapid deployment and easy integration

 STANDARDS
l	 Low Pressure: MIL-STD-810G Method 500.5
l	 High Temperature: MIL-STD-810G Method 501.5
l	 Low Temperature: MIL-STD-810G Method 502.5
l	 Rain: MIL-STD-810G Method 506.5
l	 Fungus and Mould Growth: MIL-STD-810G Method 508.6 
l	 Salt Fog: MIL-STD-810G Method 509.5
l	 Dust and Sand: MIL-STD-810G Method 514.6
l	 Vibration: MIL-STD-810G Method 514.6
l	 Shock: MIL-STD-810G Method 516.6
l	 Icing and Freezing: MIL-STD-810G Method 521.3
l	 EMI/EMC: MIL-STD-461F
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Currently accounting for nearly 70 percent of Turkey’s 
handgun exports, SYS further crowned this remark-
able performance by winning an award at the event 

entitled Annual Firearms Industry Team Challenge and Fire-
arms Industry Choice Awards, organised for the second time 
between July 20 and 22, 2017.

Canik TP9SFx: Handgun of the Year
A total of 98 companies from all categories took part in 
the handgun contest organised during the event. All of the 
handguns that entered into the competition were examined 
meticulously by an independent jury panel, whose members 
comprised individuals from every level and segment of the 
sector, from producers to end users, and from security offi-
cers (military and police) to sales representatives and shoot-
ers. The 28-hour assessment by the jury focused on techni-
cal features, performance, presentation and cost. 
Entering the shortlist of finalists in the handgun category 
were the companies Canik, Glock, Springfield, H&K and Sig 
Sauer, although the first to pass the finish line was by SYS, 
with its Canik TP9SFx model winning the 2017 Handgun of 
the Year award. 

SYS Accounts for 70 Percent of 
Turkey’s Handgun Exports
Since 2000, SYS has, from its facilities in the Turkish city of 
Samsun, been producing not only semi-automatic handguns 
under the Canik brand, but also rocket and missile compo-
nents, and aviation products.

Samsun Yurt Savunma Returns from US with Award:

Canik TP9SFx is the 2017
Handgun of the Year in USA
Samsun Yurt Savunma (SYS), one of Turkey’s leading defence sector 
companies, recently won the “2017 Handgun of the Year” award for its Canik 
TP9SFx model, manufactured at its facilities in Samsun, Turkey.

The TP9SFx was selected as the 2017 Pistol of the Year in the United States.
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Currently responsible for more than 70 percent of Turkey’s 
handgun exports, the company stands as the eighth leading 
handgun exporter to the United States, according to 2016 
data. 
SYS has also distinguished itself as the only defence  
company to make it into the list of Turkey’s fastest grow-
ing 100 companies compiled by the Union of Chambers  
and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) for the last 
three years.

Canik: A Global Brand
In 2017, SYS was declared as the third most successful de-
fence sector company in Turkey by the Undersecretariat for 
Defence Industries (SSM), right after TEI and TAI, based on a 
thorough assessment of nine criteria: productivity, adequacy 
of resources, efficiency of financial fixed assets, workforce 
productivity, supply chain management, subsidiary industry 
use, logistics, exports and R&D. SYS owes this success to 
its diligence in planned works, spanning over the course of 
many years. 
SYS pursues its activities by fully recognising that in all  
sectors, the precondition of success includes identifying  
end user needs; designing products to satisfy those needs; 
ensuring the production of the relevant design in the most 
efficient manner; and ensuring the sale of the product 
through the right marketing strategies, especially in export 
markets. As a result of its activities based on this overall  
vision, SYS has succeeding in making the Canik a global 
handgun brand. u

About TP9SFx
TP9SFx is developed to serve as the Premium version of 
TP Series Pistols with its 5.20 inch barrel. SFx comes with 
many new features as modular for the shooter to enjoy 
more in target shooting. Equipped with front serrations, 
extended magazine catch and extended slide stop, the 
shooter’s control of the pistol is enhanced and sighting 
is improved thanks to the fibre-optic front sight. The 
tolerances are tightened; the trigger stroke is shortened 
therefore allowing for quicker firing rates with integrated 
trigger safety, an optic mount slot is introduced to 
facilitate the mounting of popular Red-Dot optical sights 
by installing interfaces that also enables cocking lever for 
smooth loading. Thanks to the weight reducing cuts on 
the slide, the weight of SFx is similar to the standard size 
TP Series Pistols. 
 FEATURES OF CANIK TP9SFX 
n	Fiber Reinforced Polymer Frame
n	Ergonomic Frame Design
n	SAO Trigger System with Trigger Safety
n	 Integral Accessory Picatinny Rail (MIL-STD-1913)
n	Side Changeable Magazine Catch
n	Cerakote Finish
n	Comes with industry standard dovetail sight cuts
 that are compatible with a large variety of 
 aftermarket sights
n	Warren Tactical sights with red and 
 green fibre optic front sight
n	Removeable Red Dot cover – Rear sight installed 
 in cover to eliminate interference with certain 
 Red Dot sights
n	Four Red Dot interface plates for eight different 
 red dot brands
n	Match grade barrel
n	 Improved single action trigger with 3.5 – 4 lb. pull
n	Lightening cuts on slide to reduce muzzle rise
n	Forward slide serrations
n	Extended ergonomic slide stop
n	Adjustable length reversible magazine catch
n	Two extra sizes of magazine catch extension 
 (addition to standard magazine catch)
n	Striker status indicator
n	AFC magazine coating

In 2017, SSM recognised SYS as Turkey’s third most successful defence industry company after TAI and TEI.
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Operating in the fields of remote sensing systems, elec-
tronic warfare and communication systems, mission 
systems, and simulation and training systems, SDT 

continues to grow and develop with a particular focus on 
products. The company has so far created between 5 to 10 
different products in each of its areas of activity, for a total 
of almost 40 different products, and has provided them for 
the use of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF). SDT can be said 
to have reached an important position in the sector not only 
as a company that develops specific electronic and software 
subsystems for main systems, but also as one that develops, 
produces and launches complete systems of certain sizes. 
Fatih Ünal, Managing Director of SDT, describes the com-
pany as follows: “We define our business philosophy as 
conducting development and production efforts within our 
organisation in our areas of specialisation, and in any new 
areas that we consider feasible in the medium-term, based 

SDT Continues 
Product-Focused 
Growth and 
Development
Having provided services for the 
defence and aerospace industry 
with its capabilities and experience 
as a contractor, sub-contractor and 
supplier, SDT is now preparing to also 
meet the needs of international users 
with its expanding product family.
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SDT also specialises in synthetic aperture 
radar-based high-resolution image acquisition 
and processing. 

Fatih Ünal, Managing Director of SDT
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on our analysis of business opportunities. In addition, based 
on different cooperation models such as design, subcon-
tracting, solution partnership and business partnership, we 
are able to cooperate with sectoral players who can create 
meaningful added value within the same range of business 
opportunities, and thus offer integrated system solutions. 
In this way, we focus on coming up with the most efficient 
and cost-effective solution and the optimum schedule.
Our capabilities in the design, manufacture and development 
of electronic equipment, our commitment to cooperation, 
our corporate approach to projects and our quality manage-
ment have enabled us to move forward from being a subsys-
tem developer to becoming a prime contractor of systems 
of certain sizes. The results of this approach began to bear 
fruit as the projects and products that we undertook between 
2015 and 2017.” 

2017 – A Year of Breakthrough
In 2017, SDT completed deliveries under various product 
development projects that had been launched between 2012 
and 2015 in the fields of remote sensing, electronic warfare, 
simulation, guided missile electronic fire control systems 
and avionic mission systems. Furthermore, SDT has also re-
ceived new orders for additional and derived products during 
the same year. 
Since 2015, SDT has also been taking orders for the end-to-
end production of electronic systems, for which it is supply-
ing the necessary materials and then taking on production, 
assembly and testing responsibilities. Within the scope of 
such orders, it delivers between 150 to 500 medium-sized 
electronic systems within periods of 8 to 15 months. 
Thanks to its in-house temperature, humidity, vibration, 

EMI/EMC and power testing infrastructures, SDT has also 
achieved considerable efficiency in the process of developing 
and producing products, and has begun offering such testing 
services to companies in the sector. 
In parallel with these activities, the company is also continu-
ing its export operations, and has achieved a significant suc-
cess in 2017 when it was awarded with the task of developing 
and producing the air and ground components of the data 
link for an embedded training system, as part of the indige-
nous jet fighter programme (KFX) of the Republic of Korea. 
Prior to this contract, SDT had completed in September a 
project for the development and delivery of embedded simu-
lation software for air platforms, which was awarded by the 
Republic of Korea in 2016. And in the final quarter of 2017, 
the company won an Italian contract for the development of 
ground station software for multiple surveillance satellites, 
thus adding another export reference to its portfolio. 
Exceeding the average of the past three years, the company’s 
2017 turnover reached ¨90 million, and projections indicate 
that it will further surpass this level in the next two years.

SDT Product Family Taking Shape
As with the other players of the sector, SDT carries out its ac-
tivities and operations through different projects. In addition, 
the company adopts the general approach of developing, in 
each project, products that are repetitions, expansions and 
derivatives of previous ones. Based on this approach, the 
company can initiate comprehensive in-house/internal proj-
ects that start from the analysis phase in certain projects, 
and from the implementation phase in others. In these inter-
nal projects, SDT does its best to ensure that the resulting 
products can be used as they are in their current form, or re-

SDT holds an 
important place in 
the Turkish defence 
and aerospace 
sector thanks to its 
solutions targeting 
different platforms 
and application 
areas. 
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purposed for other applications after undergoing adaptation. 
The members of the product family that have emerged as a 
result of this approach can be listed as follows:
n	 The data recording system product family, which has
 many different interfaces and functionality requirements
 and is used in air platform software, 
n	 The data acquisition and recording systems, which are
 used on air platforms, during missile tests and in aircraft
 flight-test instrumentation; 
n	 The airborne embedded computers, which we use 
 in different air platforms;
n	 Launcher control computers for guided missiles 
 and rockets;
n	 The wideband digital and microwave receivers, 
 which are used in electronic warfare applications; 
n	 The wideband recording systems for electronic
 warfare signals; 
n	 The programmable RF transmitters, for radar 
 and communication bands; 
n	 The ACMI (Air Combat Manoeuvring Instrumentation) 
 pod and ground station; 
n	 The shooter training simulators;
n	 The spatial intelligence management system, 
 which is used for mission planning on satellite and
 UAV sensors, and can centrally manage and disseminate
 acquired data, analysing them; 

n	 The manpack- and vehicle-type RF jammer products,
 which are manufactured as part of collaborative efforts,
 to counter improvised explosive devices; and 
n	 The electronic guidance parts for smart ammunition
 guidance kits, which are also manufactured jointly. 

SDT Gains New International Customers 
SDT has participated to and won a tender launched in Feb-
ruary 2016 that covered the development of an Embedded 
Training System (ETS) for a fighter jet in the Republic of Ko-
rea’s inventory. Following intensive development and inte-
gration activities over the course of the 16-month project, 
whose contract was signed in May 2016, deliveries of the ETS 
were completed according to schedule in September 2017. 
This project and its associated deliveries became a very posi-
tive reference for SDT in the Republic of Korea, and prepared 
the ground for the company to compete in another tender. 
In 2017, SDT was, following an international competition, 
awarded with a new contract regarding the development and 
production of an air data link and ground components for 
an ETS that would be employed in the Republic of Korea’s 
own indigenous fighter aircraft programme. The three-year 
project was initiated after the inking of the contract in No-
vember 2017, and this new project has allowed the company 
to become a player in the development of a medium-range 
combat aircraft. 
SDT also signed in 2017 a contract with Telespazio for a 
Multi-Purpose Ground Surveillance System, under which it 
shall, as a sub-contractor to Telespazio, develop the soft-
ware for the “ground station operations of multiple surveil-
lance satellites”, in order to meet a requirement of the Eu-
ropean Space Agency.
Speaking on the continuous expansion of SDT’s product fam-
ily and client portfolio, Ünal provided his predictions for the 
future: “By 2020, we aim to become a company that is pre-
ferred by our customers, employees and business partners, 
in both the domestic and export markets, based on its prod-
uct portfolio, business portfolio, organisational structure and 
financial achievements. We want this trend to be sustainable, 
and it is our goal to expand through new collaborations, be-
coming a company that can act as a mid-segment systems 
integrator.” u

SDT has completed the certification of the new generation ACMI 
(Air Combat Manoeuvring Instrumentation) pod and ground station, 

which it has developed for the Turkish Air Force 
and is now ready for serial production. 

SDT’s satellite image processing capabilities are also finding a place in the 
international and domestic market via significant success. 
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Menatek Defense Technologies (Menatek) is a quar-
ter century company founded by a retired colonel 
and MSc. Mechanical Engineer Mr. Kazım Ünal, 

whom conducted the major tank and howitzer moderniza-
tion projects of Republic of Turkey as the head engineer. His 
know-how accumulated in the past 40 years lit up the torch 
of manufacturing high technology components and subsys-
tems for military land vehicles. The second generation board 
members of the company facilitated further growth by in-
creasing efficiency through implementing a customized ERP 
system, and lowering product costs without any compromise 
on quality. Menatek is also conducting R&D activities to de-
velop new products and provide innovative solutions under 
Menatek brand. 
Menatek has a dedicated core team composed of 
highly skilled individuals enabling the accomplish-
ment of complicated tasks with a lean operation. 
Menatek represents the apex of an enormous 
manufacturing pyramid containing over 600glob-
al & local strategic suppliers. While managing de-
tailed manufacturing projects in defence industry, Menatek is 
and always has been cultivating mutually beneficial relation-
ships with key suppliers from all strategic sectors such as 
defence, aerospace, energy, oil & gas, high precision machin-
ery and automotive. Such a supplier network is only a part 
of the story. The real power Menatek holds originates from 
its integrated manufacturing and engineering management 
system that provides the ability to undertake all and every 
manufacturing need of a customer and ensures the delivery 
of top quality products on time simply called: The HUB.
The HUB manufacturing and engineering management sys-
tem, developed over years by Menatek, offers win-win, has-
sle-free high-tech manufacturing, engineering and testing 
solutions specialized for its customers. “Providing manufac-
turing and engineering solutions for products, projects, ideas 
and designs,” being its core purpose, Menatek is in pursuit 
of meeting the industry quality, fulfilling each and every cus-
tomer requirement, delivering its projects on requested time 
with the best prices and, thus, optimizing its customers’ pro-
curement through a trusted single liason: Menatek.
Customer satisfaction is Menatek’s number one priority in 
every aspect of the job. Whether the objective is to manufac-
ture a single part or design & develop a component; the core 
values and principles can never be compromised. The HUB 
system is the engine of Menatek, where its extremely com-
petent suppliers are the pistons and Menatek Engineering 
Team and Menatek Know-How are the fuel of this powerful 
engine, supporting the customers further in the most effi-
cient way possible.

Products of 
Innovative Solutions
Menatek has been a limitless and 
ground-breaking company since 
its early days. Disciplined, self-es-
teemed, responsible, hard-working and 
dedicated nature of its team ensures a con-
tinuous improvement; financially, techno-
logically and operationally. Menatek start-
ed its journey as an aftermarket spare part 
supplier and evolved to an original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM) and primary 

Menatek is a 
Trusted Source 
for High Tech 
Manufacturing

Self-lubricating bearing (Naz Bearings) 
for Patria Land Systems’ brand new 
6x6 and 8x8 vehicles

Mono-block, 
heating integrated, 
glass periscope 
(MeVu Periscope) for 
Patria Land Systems’ 
8x8 vehicles

A number of armoured vehicles utilize Menatek 
manufactured suspension systems.
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contractor of largest armies. Menatek has been supplying to 
U.S. Army since 2006. Moreover, Menatek cemented its inter-
national reputation by becoming the only approved supplier 
of Horstman Defense Systems outside of UK. It continues to 
supply systems to Horstman Defense Systems since 2016. 

Menatek developed a self-lubricating 
bearing (Naz Bearings) and mo-
no-block glass periscope (MeVu 
Periscope) for Patria Land Sys-
tems’ brand new 6x6 and 8x8 ve-
hicles and became their approved 
supplier. These recent history re-
cords indicate that Menatek’s The 
HUB system proved itself worthy and 
very well appreciated by the glob-
al and leading defence companies. 
Currently Menatek is being called as  
“A Solution Partner” of the procurement teams 
and for their common problems and issues.
Menatek is always in pursuit of the new and innovative solu-
tions. An ever expanding team of R&D is constantly analysing 
new concepts and search technology gaps related to every 
profession Menatek serves. Main objective of this team is to 
analyse the technology gaps in the products and subsystems 
that are used in these vehicles. With a systematic approach, 
Menatek R&D also continuously improves performance and 
feasibility of existing systems.
Taking “Providing engineering and manufacturing solutions 
for ideas, designs, projects or products” core purpose as its 
North Star, Menatek always leads its customers to their de-
sired solutions. Whether the requirement is manufacturing 
a single component -with the required quality, price and on-
time delivery- or to develop/improve a subsystem; Menatek 
is always ready to command its engineering and manufac-
turing army to attack on its customers’ problems and con-
quer the solution that will keep its customers stand tall at 
the farthest frontiers of the technology war with a snap of a 
finger. u

Menatek is capable of manufacturing all types of gears 
and sophisticated gear boxes.

Menatek designs 
and produces 
brake systems for 
various armoured 
vehicles.
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CES is a platform component provider operating in the 
space of advanced composite manufacturing. It desig-
ns and produces innovative and durable defence and 

ballistic ware, as well as providing armour and defence solu-
tions for vehicle and personal protection. CES has been un-
dertaking projects that have redefined the standards of the 
industry and is now gearing up to further extend its reach 
to satisfy the requirements of international companies from 
friendly and allied nations, along with domestic clients.  At 
Eurosatory, CES is showcasing its ballistic products perso-
nal and vehicle products to users from around the globe.

Açık Group’s Venture into Defence and 
Aerospace with CES
CES operates as a subsidiary of its parent company, Açık 
Group. The parent company itself has been changing the  
dynamics of the industries it operates in, with its pioneering 
mind set and forward looking enterprises. Acik Group ope-
rates a total of 14 different companies under five different 
company brands, employs more than 1000 employees and 
has a turnover in excess of ¨1 billion. Operating in various 
sectors such as telecommunications, air conditioning, data 
centre system integration, cybersecurity, aviation and defen-
ce, Açık Group is a trusted provider of its global users, with 
its utilisation of latest technologies serviced from its local 
companies in Azerbaijan, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan, United 
Kingdom, Vietnam and Germany as well as Turkey.
Among Açık Group’s primary ambitions is to strengthen 
its position among the prominent companies in the global 

scene, through CES’s production of high-technology and hi-
gh-standard products in the defence and aerospace sector.

Reliable Solutions in Ballistic Protection
From its premises established in an area of nearly 20,000 
square metres, CES Advanced Composites provides its bu-
siness partners with a wide spectrum of services, ranging 
from conventional methods to highest standard production 
techniques that require the highest level of aviation certifica-
tion. Through its recent major investments, CES has now the 
largest production and R&D capacity in Turkey that enables 
the company to fulfil its wide production portfolio in both ad-
vanced composite and advanced armour areas.
CES develops solutions while paying close attention to the 
needs of today’s global markets and has been manufactu-
ring personal ballistic protection equipment according to the 
highest of world standards. With its experienced engineering 
staff, the company designs and produces products that offer 

High Technology Solutions 
from CES Advanced Composites

One of the major contributors to the 
increasing success of Turkish defence 
and aerospace industry is not only the 
support of major platform and system 
producers but also the indigenous 
solutions created by companies such 
as CES Advance Composites (CES).

From its premises established in an area of nearly 20,000 square metres, CES Advanced Composites provides its business partners with a wide spectrum of 
services, ranging from conventional methods to highest standard production techniques that require the highest level of aviation certification. 
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protection against the highest levels 
of threat. In the design of its personal 
protective equipment, such as hel-
mets, vests, inserts and shields, CES 
focuses on providing advantage and 
ease of use to the end user out in the 
field, in terms of ergonomic design, 
optimum weight and easy accessory 
integration. CES is also advancing with 
its innovative solutions in spall liner and add-on armour for 
land, air and naval platforms, which is an area witnessing 
significant investments in Turkey.  CES Advanced Composi-
te products are today being used on many armoured vehicle 
platforms, as well as tank modernisation projects. 
CES is the only company in Turkey which developed modular 
ballistic floor panels, armoured wing panels and pilot seat 
armour for air platforms.
With its engineering power, CES has become the only local 
supplier for land vehicle platforms for add-on armour solu-
tions and the largest supplier for spall liners.

Production in World Standards
Having been certified to AS9100 standard for the last five 
years – the highest indication of quality in aerospace and 
defence sectors – CES Advanced Composites is today a re-
liable solution partner for global companies such as Airbus,  
Leonardo and Sikorsky.

The company is the proud 
owner of the highest  
capacity advanced compo-
site manufacturing facility 
in Turkey and has a Na-
tional and NATO Facility 
Security Clearance Certi-
fication. 
CES utilizes its expertise 
in aviation and high-quality 
standards both in compo-
site and armour segments 
in every manufacturing 
process.

Target for 2020: 
Global Success
In terms of its goals for 
2020, CES Advanced Com-
posites is aiming to be de-
livering 50 per cent of its 
products to global custo-
mers and to become one 
of the world’s leading companies in the field of composites. 
Allocating a significant percentage of its turnover to R&D, 
the company has been declared as an R&D centre by the 
Turkish Ministry of Economy. 
CES Advanced Composites is in the process of renewing 
hundreds of metal parts with high technology composites 
as contracted by major Turkish land vehicle manufacturers 
such as FNSS, Otokar and BMC, and is expanding its R&D 
team accordingly.
CES is set to continue its advanced production, enhance 
its technological infrastructure and achieve its targets in  
R&D in the coming years. CES will be taking part in  
numerous global defence and aerospace sector exhibitions  
in 2018. u

In the design of its personal protective 
equipment, such as helmets, CES focuses on 
providing advantage and ease of use to the end 
user out in the field, in terms of ergonomic 
design, optimum weight and easy accessory 
integration. 

With its engineering power, CES has become the only local supplier
for land vehicle platforms for add-on armour solutions and the largest 
supplier for spall liners.

CES has the largest production and R&D capacity in Turkey that enables the company to fulfil its wide 
production portfolio in both advanced composite and advanced armour areas.

CES develops solutions while paying 
close attention to the needs of today’s 
global markets and has been 
manufacturing personal ballistic 
protection equipment according 
to the highest of world standards.
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The integration of weapons such as the M134 Minigun 
serves to both enhance the combat effectiveness of he-
licopters and expand their mission spectrum. Howev-

er, when an end user states in its integration requirements 
that “the integration should not alter the helicopter’s flight 
performance”, the desired outcome may only be reached 
through the work of a competent integrator. Having proven 
its competence in this field through its successfully-com-
pleted projects, Unidef stands out as an integrator that is 
fully up to this task. At Eurosatory, the company is exhibiting 
the retractable 134 Minigun gun mounts and interfaces it has 
developed for COUGAR and S70i BLACK HAWK helicopters.

Customer-Tailored Projects
When it comes to weapon integration, each and every end 
user has its own mission profiles and operational definitions, 
which is why Unidef places emphasis on first gaining an un-
derstanding of the operational requirements of end users. 
To this end, the company conducts detailed meetings with 

both the pilots of the platform and the flight technicians, thus 
learning the conditions under which the platform is used, as 
well as the threats to which it is exposed.
It is of critical importance that the conceptual designs de-
veloped as part of the integration works not only meet the 
relevant requirements and solve existing problems, but are 
compatible to the platform’s infrastructure. On the other 
hand, technical constraints tend to prevent each work or 
project from fully meeting requirements, and in such cas-
es, Unidef sits down with the end user to identify specifically 
these constraints and determine how they can be optimised.
One point that Unidef takes into consideration in all these 
activities is the fact that it is working on a platform which 
has already received an airworthiness certificate and has 
passed qualification. It is for this reason that Unidef avoids 
any interventions or changes to the platform’s airframe, de-
signing suitable interfaces and gun mounts that are com-
patible with the platform’s infrastructure. While such techni-
cal constraints undoubtedly complicate the design process, 
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Unidef Provides Smooth 
Integration of Gun Mounts
Small calibre weapons grant significant capabilities to aerial platforms in 
different mission scenarios; however, the integration of these weapons onto 
their relevant platforms can demand serious engineering work. By reducing 
the risks associated with such processes, Unidef transforms the integration of 
weapons into a smooth and seamless project step.

Unidef has already performed the 
integration of the M134 Minigun onto 
the Turkish Air Force Command’s 
AS532 COUGAR helicopters.
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Unidef’s competent engineers conduct extensive studies, 
resulting in five preliminary prototypes, on average, before 
arriving at a final design.
The studies Unidef has conducted for Turkish users are a 
clear illustration of this working process. In one project con-
ducted in Turkey, the end user’s mission profile demanded 
the gun mount to be retractable into the interior of the plat-
form, such that it would not protrude or be affected by envi-
ronmental factors during flight, and Unidef successfully ap-
plied its design to two different platforms. In this context, a 
key and locking mechanism that automatically supplies and 
cuts the electric current to the weapon was designed for the 
specific gun mount, so as to keep the weapon in safe mode 
when folded and taken inside the platform. This not only re-
duced the weapon’s reaction time between combat and out-
of-combat settings, but also enabled the safe keeping of the 
weapon inside the platform. Moreover, the gun mount was 
designed ergonomically so as to maximise the comfort of the 
gunner and to avoid any adverse effects on flight safety.
With the consent of the end user, Unidef delineates various 
physical limits on its gun mounts so as to prevent the gun 
from hitting the platform while moving or operating. Once 
the final design has been established, a finite element analy-
sis is made to assess the mounts’ resistance, with additional 
reinforcements being added if deemed necessary.

The M134 Minigun, mounted on the AS532 COUGAR Helicopter.
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Growing Diversity of Both Platforms 
and Weapons
Unidef carried out its first weapon integration with the M134 
Minigun on AS532 COUGAR helicopters of Turkish Air Force 
Command. The company’s integration solution passed the 
relevant qualification processes, and entered into use fol-
lowing its acceptance by the user. As part of this project, 
NATO stock codes were acquired not just for the weapon, but 
also for all the gun mounts and interfaces.
The company has also concluded the design works for the 
S70i BLACK HAWK platform. Currently, the final analyses 
of the proposed design are continuing, and firing tests will 
begin soon.
In addition to these, Unidef has also launched conceptual 
works for the integration of weapons systems of different 
calibres to the right and left windows and the rear ramp of 
CH-47 Chinook helicopters, and plans are in place to finish 
these works by the end of this year.
Aiming to utilise the skills and experience it has acquired in 
the integration of weapons onto platforms on which there 
is already comprehensive range of integrated mission sys-
tems, Unidef has now set its eyes on the S60 SEA HAWK plat-
form, and the company plans to showcase its work on this 
helicopter during IDEF 2019.
Unidef’s plans for the future also includes the crew serve 
integration of a medium-calibre weapon onto a rotary-wing 
platform. Seeing such works as a challenge and an oppor-
tunity to prove its mettle, Unidef is also conducting similar 
integration studies on naval platforms.
Aside from air and naval vehicles, Unidef has also added land 
vehicles to its agenda, and is currently designing a special 
turret system for use on the vehicles of a VIP end user.
Also drawing significant attention from users outside Tur-
key thanks to its notable solutions, Unidef is also planning to 
perform firing demonstrations during the summer months 
upon the invitation of a Middle Eastern country.

Cem Kurter, Co-Founder of Unidef, speaking about the cur-
rent status and future goals of the company, said: “At Unidef, 
we carry out weapons integration by designing mechanical 
and electromechanical mounts and interfaces, without in-
tervening on the platform itself. For us, these skills were 
developed as part of a capability acquisition process that 
was made obligatory by the need to respond to our coun-
try’s current requirements. We are highly pleased with the 
outcome, since it has allowed us to learn more about basic 
engineering disciplines that are of great importance in avi-
ation. Furthermore, this process has also taught us about 
the working culture and practices of the aviation sector. In 
short, I can say that it has granted us the opportunity to lay a 
solid foundation in this area. Established towards the end of 
2013, our company received its first project – one led by the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) – from the 
Turkish Air Force in 2014. Without their bold courage and 
their confidence in us, the requirement in question would 
probably have been satisfied through the procurement of an 
off-the-shelf solution from abroad, thereby preventing our 
country from gaining such a capability. Entrusting us with 
the project was a great risk for them, and we have done all 
we can to not embarrass them. I could even say that Un-
idef was born from the hands of the SSM and the Turkish  
Air Force.
As our capabilities increase, circumstances will likely compel 
us to work also on the avionics and electronics of platforms. 
We realise this is somewhat inevitable, which is why we have 
accelerated our investments to transforming our company’s 
physical conditions and to prepare our infrastructure for the 
future. We hope that our applications in this regard will also 
be concluded positively. In the following stage, we will direct 
our efforts towards acquiring the necessary aviation certi-
fications. To this end we may consider engaging in a proj-
ect-based partnership with a company that is specialised in 
this field, or even go for a commercial collaboration.” u

The M134 Minigun, mounted 
on the S70i BLACK HAWK Helicopter.
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With operations based in Turkey, AKSA Run Flat de-
velops, designs, tests and produces run-flat sys-
tems for use in tactical wheeled armoured vehi-

cles, tactical wheeled trucks, anti-riot vehicles (TOMA) and 
armoured construction vehicles.  The company can also 
provide complete wheels, including rims, the run-flat sys-
tem and tyres, and supply them to customers as ready-to-
install products upon request.

Controlling 80 Percent of the Turkish Market
AKSA Run Flat’s customer portfolio includes many produc-
ers of tactical wheeled armoured land vehicles in Turkey, 
although the company also offers solutions to various con-
struction vehicle producers.  Installed with AKSA Run Flat 
systems, the vehicles of these producers serve extensive-
ly in the challenging operations conducted by the Turkish 
Armed Forces and Turkish National Police The product 
range of the company boasts many run-flat systems of var-
ious diameters and types, from 15 to 28 inches, and they 
are manufactured to withhold loads of 1,000 kg to 5,000 kg 
per tyre.  The vehicles of Turkish manufacturers that are 
installed with AKSA Run Flat products include:
n	 AMAZON,
n	 HIZIR,
n	 KİRPİ,
n	 NMS 4x4,
n	 PARS,
n	 URAL and
n	 Various anti-riot vehicles, 4x4 pick-up trucks, 
 backhoe loaders and loaders.  
Noting that the company has recently shifted focus to pro-
duce only for the defence and security sector, and that it 
currently holds an 80 percent share of the Turkish market, 
Bekir Rıza Saçmacı, General Director of AKSA Run Flat, 
said: “Our leading references are the Turkish Armed Forc-
es and the Turkish National Police, both of which utilise our 
products every day in the field.   The feedback we receive 
from them allows us to continually improve upon our prod-
ucts. Having products that see active use in operations pro-
vides us with the kind of experience that you cannot buy.”

Outpaces Competitors with its Ease of Use
The company’s run-flat systems outpace their competitors 
thanks to their ease of fitting and removal from wheel rims.
Most run-flat systems around the world are produced as 

a single-piece rubber block, and fitting or removing these 
systems to the rim normally requires special machinery. 
However, especially during extraterritorial operations such 
as peace operations, the end user is unlikely to have such 
equipment at its disposal; and for this reason, fitting a new 
run-flat system to a wheel rim, or having to replace an ex-
isting run-flat system for whichever reason, can cause sig-
nificant logistic problems.
Depending on the size of the rim, AKSA Run Flat products 
can be produced in two or three separate pieces, allowing 
the assembly of the run-flat system with the tyre and rim 

Combat-Proven 
AKSA Run Flat 
Products Stand 
Out with their 
Practicality
As the direct supplier of run-flat systems 
used in the wheeled vehicles of many 
Turkish land vehicle producers, 
AKSA Run Flat makes an appearance 
at Eurosatory with its combat proven 
solutions. The company is showcasing its 
run-flat systems that allow vehicles to 
retain mobility even when their tyres 
are punctured, and prevents the loss 
of driving control even at high speeds. 
The company is making use of one of its 
largest participations ever at an 
exhibition by introducing six different 
run-flat systems at its stand.

BMC KİRPİ vehicles using 
AKSA Run Flat’s products, 

seen during tests.
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using simple hand tools and civilian tyre-changing ma-
chines that can be found all over the world.

Demand from World for Products that 
Create their Own Brand
Seeing significant demand for its combat-proven products 
from different countries, AKSA Run Flat’s customer port-
folio also includes companies from the Czech Republic, 
Saudi Arabia and Ukraine, and the company’s products are 

fitted on various types of vehicles such as the VARTA. In 
early 2018, AKSA Run Flat has also won a tender launched 
by a local company for run-flat systems to be used on ve-
hicles in the inventory of the Armed Forces of the Philip-
pines. AKSA Run Flat products have also been recently 
selected by a Malaysian manufacturer for installation on 
a prototype 4x4 tactical wheeled armoured vehicle it is 
producing. AKSA Run Flat is also meeting with a Russian 
company and a user in the Middle East.

Details of two different AKSA products, demonstrating the company’s ability 
to tailor solutions to different needs, as well as its design capabilities.
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Ballistic Test Requirements Exceeded 
by 50 Percent
The company’s products proved themselves by successfully 
completing the tests run last year by BMC under the aus-
pices of the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries, the 
competent authority in Turkey’s defence and security pro-
curement projects.
To ensure more realistic conditions, the tests were carried 
out on a rally track rather than an asphalt road. Run-flat sys-
tem producers competed with two different types of tyres, 
chosen by the SSM.  During the tests with 4x4 KİRPİ MRAP 
vehicles, each tyre incorporated with a run-flat system was 
shot seven times with rifles firing 7.62x51 mm munitions, 
with some of the shots landing directly on the run-flat sys-
tems. Afterwards, the vehicles had to travel for 40 kilometres 
at a speed of 20 km per hour. AKSA Run Flat’s products ex-
ceeded the test requirements by more than 50 percent, with 
the test ending only after 62 km due to tyre rupture.

Outcome of Cooperating with 
Tyre Producers: A Flawless 
Tyre Assembly 
For the last one-and-a-half years, the company has been 
cooperating with PETLAS, a tyre producer in Turkey, with 
the aim of developing a complete tyre assembly comprising 
a run-flat system, tyres and rims.  The tyre assemblies pro-
duced in this process are tested in the laboratories of both 
companies, meaning that the products are examined from 
two different perspectives. This allows both companies to 
not only improve upon their respective products, but to also 
render them compatible.
Fikret M. Geneci, International Sales Manager of AKSA Run 
Flat, highlighted the advantages of this cooperation: “No 
matter how good the rims, the run-flat system or the tyres 
may be on their own, if they are not compatible with each 
another, then a problem will arise at some point. When two 
different products are procured separately by users, it may 
take months to test and ensure their compatibility, depend-
ing on how the vehicles are used. By specifically testing 
the entire tyre assembly, we reduce this otherwise lengthy 
process to weeks, or even days. This allows us to offer our 
customers a mature and combat-proven product. Further-

more, by drawing on our experience, we can also guide us-
ers to the right tyre assembly.”

R&D Investments
In line with user requests, AKSA Run Flat can also develop 
products according to different standards. Owing to its engi-
neering and R&D infrastructure, the company can simulate 
the parameters of the products it develops before entering 
into production, based on the rim diameter, inner width and 
tyre diameter of the products.
Describing that they invested nearly $500 million in R&D 
last year, Saçmacı emphasised AKSA Run Flat’s dynamism 
in product development: “Following our investments in R&D 
and testing infrastructure, we are now capable of respond-
ing to new product demands in a much faster way than all 
the other producers.” 
He concluded by saying: “The success we have achieved in 
our country has encouraged us to move beyond our borders 
to the overseas markets; and all the business contacts we 
have established abroad, as well as the feedback we re-
ceived, have shown us just how right we were to do so. In 
the upcoming period, we will also be open to collaborations 
at an international level.”   u

Through R&D studies 
and tests, AKSA Run Flat 
has improved the ballistic 
properties of its products 
over time, making the run-flat 
system resistant to rupture 
even after a direct shot.
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Produced in two or three pieces, depending on the wheel rim size, 
AKSA Run Flat products can be readily installed using simple hand tools 
and standard tyre changing machinery.
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Run-flats made of 
non-ballistic materials

Run-flats made of 
ballistic materials
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Al-Esnad is an affiliate of the Al-Jabreen Group, a very 
large construction and contracting business in Saudi 
Arabia that has also been active in the defence industry 

for 24 years. Al-Esnad, like many other defence companies in 
Saudi Arabia, used to operate as a representative company, 
has been one of the most important suppliers of the Saudi Min-
istry of Defence, Ministry of Interior, and the National Guard 
for 24 years. But, with the new era in Saudi Arabia, under the 
umbrella of Vision 2030 Strategy, domestic contribution is 
gaining more and more importance each and every day. Esnad 
and Al-Esnad, with their clear vision, is very well prepared for 
this change with their strategy and visionary investments.
As well as Saudi Arabia’s strategy, Esnad, in accordance with 
the Turkish defence industry export strategy, is offering prod-
ucts and solution to Saudi Arabia and designing, producing and 
exporting Turkish goods with high value additions. While doing 
that, Esnad is using Turkish parties’ capacities and capabilities 
as well as Al-Esnad’s installed production facilities, covering 
12.000 sqm closed area, harness lines, machining and forming 
instalments, integration, installation and refurbishment lines, 
painting and coating capabilities, certified quality assurance 
departments.
Esnad’s services, includes, project management, technology 
transfer, supply chain management and so on but it has to be 
emphasized that Esnad is not a regular “representation” com-

pany but an in-
terface for devel-
opment of Saudi 
Arabian and Turkish defence industries collaterally.
Esnad’s main focus is in Saudi Arabia, but its area of interest 
is not limited with one country. Esnad, with its high experience 
gained during the processes, is widening its operations to 
whole Middle Eastern region and also neighbouring countries 
like Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan etc. Esnad’s experienced team is 
searching opportunities in Middle Eastern region, especially 
in defence industry and matching it with international provid-
ers. It is not just a sell and buy process, Esnad is providing its 
services in the fields of localisation of the products, technology 
transfer, adaptation to local needs, market creation, renova-
tion, reconstruction, amelioration and so on.
Böke Şahin, General Manager of ESNAD Defense, emphasizes 
their close relationship with the end-user: “We’re working in 
the field and we’re introducing an export model based on field-
work. This is a market that we know very well with all aspects, 
including cultural, political and economic sensitivities and 
priorities. We speak to authorized people and explain them 
missing or malfunctioning part and offer them an optimised 
solution; we point out the problem and we offer the cure; its 
perfect win-win situation for all parties!”  u

ESNAD Defense 
Defines the New Way 
of Business
ESNAD Defense, an affiliate of Al-Esnad, 
was established in Ankara in 2015 to provide 
products and services to the Middle East, primarily 
to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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The Saudi Army receiving training on the 
use of mine detectors, provided through 
ESNAD Defense (Jizan, Saudi Arabia).

Böke Şahin, General Manager of ESNAD Defense
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Due to their unique designs, this machinery became 
highly demanded in international market in a short 
time. Meanwhile, Atesci diversified its machinery and 

product range and, as a result, a series of ammunition ma-
chinery such as Lead Wire Extrusion Machine, Lead Core 
Press, Case Grooving and Trimming machines became part 
of the Atesci’s inventory. While the machinery product range 
kept on growing with time, Atesci started production of am-
munition components based on the demands in the market, 
thanks to the experience and knowledge attained.
Atesci presently has the capacity to build interlinking ammu-
nition lines by designing and manu-
facturing all the machinery, presses, 
automated machines and mold sets 
that are necessary for ammunition 
production. In addition to complete 
ammunition line projects, Atesci de-
signed, manufactured and supplied a 
large number of individual machines 
to all around the world including USA, 
Canada and European countries.
In 2016, Atesci focused completely 
on machinery and ammunition lines 
by stepping out of producing hunting 
and military ammunition components. 
Atesci is presently working as a solu-
tion partner for the turn-key ammu-
nition production line requirements. 
Although a brand-new member of an 
old established ammunition industry 
by the end of 19th century, Atesci is 
now competing with prominent fellow 

companies in terms of quality, cost and lead times by taking 
advantage of its internal dynamism, design superiority and 
co-location in the Industrial Zone. These advantages enable 
the company to offer faster and cost-effective solutions in 
comparison to its competitors. Atesci keeps a close eye on the 
market and is well aware of the current needs and require-
ments in the sector. Besides, Atesci provides services on in-
stallation of ammunition factories, their modernizations and 
capacity increases. 
Atesci participates in the exhibitions such as Shot Show in 
Las Vegas and IWA in Germany and exhibits its machinery 

for visitors every year. Atesci has 
also started to participate in defence 
exhibitions of IDEF Istanbul, DSEI 
London, Eurosatory Paris and DSA 
Malaysia once every two years, in a 
close follow-up on the latest devel-
opments and progresses.
Staring its eyes at higher objectives 
and relying on its creativity and dy-
namic design capabilities, Atesci 
intends to take a better stance in 
the ammunition sector. This vision 
requires Atesci to evolve into a ver-
satile, multifaceted and multidisci-
plinary company. This means that 
Atesci will embrace an Integrated 
Project Approach or a Holistic Ap-
proach and will develop the compa-
ny into a solution partner in provi-
sion of all other elements in addition 
to machinery.  u

Atesci was established in 2002 in Ankara, Turkey, to operate in hunting 
sector. Its first products were lead-based components such as lead shot, 
buckshot and slugs and it commercialized these products in local and 
international markets. The demand for machinery in the ammunition industry 
drove Atesci to design and manufacture machinery.

Atesci, 
the Game Changer 
in Ammunition 
Production
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The company has a 2000 m2 production and R&D facil-
ity in İstanbul and a production plant in Sakarya. Nero 
Industries plans to open a new 12000 m2 factory in An-

kara for the development, production and qualification of its 
systems in July 2018.
Nero Industries has National and NATO Security Clear-
ance approvals for military projects with 75 engineers of  
130 employees supplying product and service support to its 
worldwide users and prime contractor customers. 
The company performs its activities in three domains, 
namely Power Generation and Distribution Systems  
(Auxiliary Power Units, AC/DC Converters etc.), Fire  
Suppression Systems and CBRN Detection and Filtration 
products.
Nero Industries has developed and produced fire extinguish-
ing and explosion suppression systems that can be embed-
ded in the different parts of vehicles, such as body, tires, fuel 
tank, ammunition compartment, engine compartment and 
crew section. These systems have the ability of detection in  
3 milliseconds, activation in 10 milliseconds and extinguish-
ing and suppressing fire in 250 milliseconds.  With the optical 

ultraviolet and IR detectors, 
optical control detectors, 
fire extinguishing and explo-
sion suppression pyrotechnic 
tubes, power back up unit, 
control units and necessary 
software, %94 of the system 
components are indigenously 
designed by Nero Industries. 
This level of novel product 
design and performance 
of its systems places Nero 
Industries among the first 
three in the world, regarding 
to its field of activity.

New Factory, New Capabilities
Nero Industries’ new factory, which is being constructed in 
the Ankara, will feature various new capabilities, such as 
“Shock Vibration Chamber”, “Anechoic Chamber” and “En-
vironmental Test Chamber”:

Nero Industries: Worldwide 
Supplier of Special Products
Nero Industries Corporation was established in 2009 for design, production and 
qualification of subsystems for land, air and naval platforms. The vision of Nero 
Industries is to be the first reliable choice by creating value in the global market 
and producing synchronised, sensitive and protective systems in the World.
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UV-IR Detector, which is designed by 
Nero Industries and utilized in ARES 
Fire Suppression System have solid 
state hardware and new thermal 
calibration software.

ARES Fire Suppression
System includes indigenous 
and reliable components 
developed by Nero Industries.
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n	 Shock Vibration Chamber: With the force of 200 kN, 
 up to 1500 kg, between the frequency range of 
 1 Hz-2.1 kHz, high displaced shock and vibration test  
 instrument will be established in Turkey for the
 qualification of subsystems, for the first time.   
n	 Anechoic Chamber: EMI/EMC chamber will have
 necessary infrastructure which is appropriate for 
 MIL STD 461 standards. It will be used for the test
 of walk in subsystems which have size of vehicle 
 and generators.
n	 Environmental Test Chamber: There will be an
 environmental test chamber which is appropriate 
 for MILSTD 810 G standard to test the walk in vehicles
 and generators between -55°C and + 75°C.
Also, a new factory at Sakarya with 50.000 m2 for solid state 
high technology and system manufacturing plant construc-
tion is beginning in 2018 and will be finalized in 2019.

New Capabilities with R&D
Nero Industries continues to acquire new technologies with 
R&D studies:
n	 The equipment temperatures running at 71°C are 
 increased to the 125°C with R&D cooperation which are
 done by Nero and FNSS Corporation. 
n	 More than 80 engineers who are working in 
 R&D Department of Nero Industries was able to 

 develop high temperature adaptive UV/IR detectors by 
 developing solid state hardware and new thermal 
 calibration software ARES. The resulting system 
 adapts to most harsh environments and always performs
 the best for human survivability.
n	 The R&D studies for developing indigenous versions 
 of components are keeping on. Nero Industries’ 
 new project “Laser Warning System” will be among main

products in the future. The Laser Warning System is a 
modular detection system used for the protection  
of mobile and stationary armoured vehicles or objects 
against laser rangefinders, target designators and beam 
riders. The modular system is primarily aimed at the 
protection of small and medium-large, mobile objects 
against observation, recognition by laser and  
microwave means as well as laser aimed and guided 
weapon systems. As the system detects the laser,  
it will launch smoke grenade in order to suppress and  
to confuse the enemy as it is leap up suddenly.

To remain open, to change and eagerness to learn are the 
important steps of Nero Industries to advance. By out-
come-oriented, the company always look for the solutions 
that lead to success with determination and persistence as 
a team.

Worldwide Products
Nero Industries is working with the biggest vehicle producer 
companies of the world and selling its products to 18 coun-
tries, from USA to South Korea.
The numbers of the systems sold by Nero Industries are list-
ed below according the vehicle types:
n	 Armoured Tracked Vehicles: Approximately 600 Fire 
 Suppression Systems,
n	 Weapon Carriers Vehicles: Approximately 260 Fire 
 Suppression Systems,
n	 6x6 and 8x8 Vehicles: More than 600 fire suppression 
 systems, air-condition systems, auxiliary power units,
n	 4x4 Vehicles: More than 3000 Fire Suppression Systems,
 redressors,
n	 Armoured Field Operation Vehicles: More than 
 400 Fire Suppression Systems,
n	 Mobile Artillery Weapon Systems: More than 
 200 Fire Suppression Systems,
n	 Missile and Radar Platforms: 200 fire suppression 
 and CBRN systems production process is still going on.
Thanks to its participation to the exhibition, Nero Industry 
hopes to set new collaborations. u

Nero Industries’ MARS CBRN Filtration 
System is currently in production for 

missile and radar platforms.

Nero Industries’ ARMA Power Solutions provide reliability and high-performance.
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ANOVA started to work on the design of the flex chute in 
2012 for the 12.7x99 mm calibre ammunition. Taking 
joint action with the Mechanical Design Department 

of ASELSAN’s Defence 
System Technologies 
(DST) Business Sector, 
ANOVA has designed 
and produced its first 
product after a one-

year study.
During the on-

going process, 

this study, which started with a single calibre with the sup-
port of TUBITAK TEYDEB 1507 and ANOVA’s investments 
made through its own means, has turned into a product 
family of nine different calibres in compliance with NATO’s 
and Russia’s ammunition specifications, as of 2018. As part 
of the family of flex chute in nine different calibres, five cal-
ibres (7.62, 12.7, 25, 30 and 40 mm) have been designed 
and produced to be in compliance with NATO ammunition 
specifications. Meanwhile, the remaining part of the product 
family, embodying 7.62x54 mm, 12.7x108 mm, 14.5x114 mm 
and 30 x 165 mm calibres, have been designed in accordance 
with Russian ammunition specifications. Unlike the first six 
products, starting with the 7.62x51 mm and 40 mm, bodies of 
the flex chutes are made of composite material that is light-
er and more cost-effective than aluminium. The plan for the 
coming period is to use composite in the previously designed 
and produced calibres as well.
ANOVA has delivered over 1.000 flex chutes of different cal-
ibres. These are used by 4 countries, on different versions 

     ANOVA’s Flex Chute Product 
Family Grows with New Members

7.62x54 mm 
flex chute 
(composite)

ANOVA continues to grow its highly successful 
flex chute product family with new members. 
Currently, the family consists of 9 members; 
5 for NATO standard calibres and 
4 for Russian calibres. ANOVA 
produces various members of the family 
for both Turkish users and allied and friendly 
countries’ users.

Top to bottom: 
30x173 mm, 
25 mm and 
12.7x99 mm

30x173 mm 
     flex chute 
         (aluminium)
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of 2 remote controlled gun systems . The flex chutes have 
proved themselves on different environmental conditions, on 
both sea and land, and has been praised by their users for 
the reliability.

An Agile 
Partner
The flex chute 
product family also 
demonstrates the ag-
ile engineering power 
of ANOVA. The compa-
ny can rapidly design 
and qualify flex chutes 
according to custom 
needs. Dursun Öner, De-
sign Manager, ANOVA, emphasizes this capa-
bility: ““At this point, when we have become the 
provider of flex chutes that are in compliance with the 
world’s most commonly used calibres, we believe that we 
have gained a competitive advantage by expanding our prod-
uct range with the calibres our competitors lack. We have 
gained both knowledge and experience in these projects and 
are now ready to utilise them in special projects or any kind 
of ammunition for which flex chutes have not so far been de-

veloped. Our goal is to offer our customers the best product 
in the most advantageous way. This applies both to our al-
ready developed products and all the indigenous products 
we will develop in the future. ”

This year, ANOVA plans to further expand the product fam-
ily with addition of add 20 mm flex chute.

ANOVA Expands 
Product Range
ANOVA has long 

been among the lead-
ing engineering com-

panies of the Turkish 
defence and aerospace 
industry, and served  
as a solution partner 
for many projects.  
Flex chutes have been 
the company’s first 
off-the-shelf product. 

Starting with flex chute, ANOVA continues to add new items 
to its product list, namely environment control units and 
turbo machinery.
ANOVA welcomes visitors in Eurosatory 2018, to discover 
new cooperation opportunities. u

12.7x99 mm flex chute 
(aluminium)
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7.62x54 mm 
flex chute 
(composite)
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AUGMEA started out with the mission of providing ser-
vices that exceed user expectations, by creating virtu-

al environment solutions that are nearly indistinguishable 
from reality in a broad range of areas, processes, appli-
cations and requirements – including training, education, 
exercises, research, development, design, engineering, 
analysis, visualisation, experimentation, experience and 
animation. In line with its vision of “Becoming the Leader 
of the Immersive Age”, the company develops technologies 
and products that enable their users to feel at home, with 
all their senses, in the midst of an artificial or synthetic en-
vironment. Aspiring to become a leader of these domains 

and technologies in the sector, AUGMEA offers its custom-
ers the highest fidelity simulation, virtual reality, augment-
ed reality and mixed reality systems that boast the highest 
level of semblance to reality.
AUGMEA’s products and solutions comprise, but are cer-
tainly not limited to, the following areas:
n	 Real-Time Synthetic Threat Environment Visualisation

(Computer-Derived Forces, Semi-Automatic Forces, 
Wargames, Tactic and Doctrine Development, Platform 
Development, Tests and Analyses)

n	 Virtual Reality (VR) Based Platform Simulators 
 (Air, Space, Naval, Land Vehicles and Systems)
n	 Mixed Reality (MR) Based Close Combat Tactical
 Simulators (Urban Operations, Special Operations,
 Underwater Offence)
n	 VR and Augmented Reality (AR)-Based Virtual Operation
 and Exercise Simulations  (Virtual Pre-Operation
 Rehearsals, Joint Exercises in Virtual Environments)
n	 Interactive Virtual Prototyping Systems 
 (Product Development, Design, Engineering)
n	 Virtual Maintenance/Repair Simulators 
 (Platform, Equipment, Weapons Systems)
n	 Mixed Reality (MR)-Based Infrastructure and 
 Industrial Simulations

Innovative Solutions for Virtual 
and Augmented Reality by AUGMEA
At a time when themes and concepts such as cyber space, matrix, avatar, 
holodeck, virtual reality and artificial intelligence – once found exclusively in 
the pages of science-fiction literature – are starting to become reality, AUGMEA 
Simulation Technologies Inc. (AUGMEA) is endeavouring to become one of the 
pioneers of this change with the technological solutions it offers.
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AUGMEA is currently carrying out projects on VR-based 
maintenance, repair and occupational safety training sys-
tems, VR-based vehicle simulators, and virtual prototyping 
for design and engineering purposes.

Grasp the Future with 
AUGMEA’s Immersive Platform
The “AUGMEA Immersive Platform™ (AIP™)” infrastruc-
ture software – an indigenous AUGMEA product – is an in-
novative and high-performance solution consisting of virtu-
al and augmented reality technologies that respond to the 
basic requirements of command, control, maintenance and 

training in defence and aerospace applications.
Based on its:
n	 Advanced computer graphic techniques,
n	 Rendering, illumination and shadowing 
 algorithms, and
n	 Interaction interfaces,
the AIP™ technology stands as a leader in three-dimensional 
virtual world applications. With its physics engine, artificial in-
telligence, sound simulation, multiple visualisation infrastruc-
tures and application-specific modules, the AIP™ is capable 
of meeting, at the highest level, all types of simulation, virtual 
reality, augmented reality and mixed reality requirements. u
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Turkey’s Trump Card for Homeland Security: 

Retinar Product Family

72 - June 2018

Meteksan Defence, the technology company of Bilkent Holding operating under 
İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, continues to offer ‘indigenous’ solutions as 
well as R&D-based high-technology and indigenous products in areas where the 
Turkish defence industry used to be externally dependent in the past. 
Among these products is the Retinar Perimeter Surveillance Radars Family, 
developed for border and homeland security. 
After introducing the Retinar PTR, the first 
member of a family that was developed to 
particularly meet Turkey’s needs for border 
and critical facility security, Meteksan Defence 
has also added the PTR-X and OPUS models 
to its product family in recent years.

Retinar OPUS
during EFES 2016

drill.
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The Path to Retinar
An examination of developing security needs in Turkey and 
around the world reveals that for the security of critical fa-
cilities such as airports, power plants, pipelines, refineries, 
and ports, it is extremely important to detect pedestrians, 
vehicles, and small and mini unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 
before they come close to the limits of these facilities. Since 
security cameras have a very low visual range, they gener-
ally fail to give security units sufficient time to prepare and 
respond to threats. On the other hand, radars are capable of 
detecting such threats from miles away, giving enough time 
for taking measures. By directing cameras towards the tar-
gets detected by the radar, it becomes possible to perform 
surveillance over long distances.
In the case of border security, it becomes necessary to mon-
itor movements over very long and wide areas. Using radars 
enables the detection of movements such as intrusions, 
smuggling attempts and armed threats across all borders.
Another security issue is that military outposts and pa-
trolling security forces in rural areas are always open to at-
tack. The use of radars is the most appropriate solution to 
enable these units to maintain high awareness of their sur-
roundings, even under unfavourable weather conditions that 
disable thermal and day cameras.
Taking such needs into consideration, Meteksan Defence 
started developing the Retinar to meet the requirement for a 
system that can, under field conditions, be used by security 
forces as easily as their weapons; that can run for a long 
time on low-power battery; that can be transported in back-
packs; that can detect the movements over wide areas; and, 
most importantly, that can identify and distinguish human 
and animal beyond sniper range.
In Turkey and abroad, there are various radars which have 
for different purposes. However, most of these radars are 
large systems designed to meet the battlefield surveillance 
needs of land forces. Retinar PTR (Personnel Detection  
Radar), the first member of Retinar family, distinguishes it-
self among others as a man-portable, small and light radar 
that is capable of distinguishing humans and animals, and 
that can accordingly be used for force protection.

How the PTR Emerged
The technological infrastructure of the Retinar area surveil-
lance radars is based on the millimetre wave radar studies 
commenced back in 2007 within the scope of the MİLDAR 
(Millimetre Wave Radar) project, where Meteksan Defence 
had developed a new radar for air platforms. After the 
demonstration to the security forces of the prototype sys-
tem that was the first output of the MİLDAR project, a public 
institution expressed its need for a portable radar that could 
be used on the field. A protocol was then signed between 
Meteksan  and the said institution. As per this protocol,  
Meteksan Defence started to design the Retinar PTR, the 
first member of the family, with the contributions of the user 
which supported Meteksan Defence by providing domain ex-
pertise during the development phase. Once the prototype 
of the radar was ready, the product was brought to maturity 
by working with many local and foreign security institutions.
With the awareness and responsibility of being an industrial 
enterprise, and aiming to focus on commercial areas more to 
contribute to Turkey’s export objectives, Meteksan Defence 

Retinar PTR
Retinar PTR is a system that can serve as a force multiplier 
to increase the efficiency of the routine practices and search 
activities conducted by police and gendarmerie teams 
operating in rural areas. Since it can be rapidly installed 
whenever and wherever required, it can keep pace with the 
intense pace of security forces.
Owing to the fact that the system uses high frequency  
radio waves and has a wide band structure, it can obtain 
high-resolution data from the detected targets. The detection 
and tracking data is presented to the user in a polar radar 
screen. Simultaneously, target examination graphs allow the 
categorisation, and even identification, of targets according to 
various classes, as human, animal, vehicle, etc.
Retinar PTR, which was developed based on a concept of 
‘portable and easy-to-use radar,’ can be carried in special 
backpacks by two people, with its special batteries and when 
placed on a tripod, be used as a mobile device. The system, 
which can be remote controlled with its special WiFi antenna 
up to a distance of 1 km, can also communicate with smart 
phones and tablet PCs through its special application.  
Retinar PTR can work with any type of camera system,  
and can perform slew-to-cue for the cameras as well as the 
stabilised weapon platforms- if any, of the security systems  
it has been integrated.
Retinar PTR, which was developed for security applications 
such as perimeter surveillance, area security, camp 
protection, and border & coastal surveillance, has an 
improved user interface capable of displaying on 2D and 3D 
maps, and can be operated with minimum training.
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Retinar PTR-X (left) and 
Retinar OPUS (right) 

during EFES 2016 drill.
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relied entirely on its own resources during the development 
of the Retinar PTR. Developing the first prototype with a core 
team of design and system engineers within a very short pe-
riod of six months, Meteksan Defence also received consul-
tancy services from industrial product designers in order to 
design a user-friendly interface.
An important issue that was taken into consideration during 
the design phase of Retinar PTR was eliminating the need 
for a radar operator, particularly for institutions whose main 
task is area security. In conventional radars, operating the 
radar requires weeks of training and years of experience. On 
the other hand, one of the biggest advantages of the Reti-
nar is that anyone who can use computers can also use this 
product effectively after a brief training. Since PTR’s user in-
terface can operate with 2D and 3D base maps, when the 3D 
map of the area is scanned and uploaded to the system, the 
targets can be positioned according to their angles, ranges 
and elevations. Besides, the use of 3D maps also offers the 
user various tools to obtain cross sections of the terrain.
By obtaining the ‘Domestic Goods Certificate’ and ‘Techno-
logical Product Experience Certificate’, for the members of 

its Retinar product family, from the Ministry of Science, In-
dustry and Technology, as well as the ‘Production Permit’ 
from the Ministry of National Defence, Meteksan Defence’s 
has certified that its Retinar solutions are based on indige-
nous technology, and that they are manufactured on a qual-
ified production line.

Retinar PTR-X
The Retinar PTR-X solution steps in to meet the integrated 
security solutions needs of critical facilities and zones 
whenever it becomes necessary to use radars in integration 
with camera systems at the same location or at different points, 
in a way such that they complement each other. Compared with  
PTR, the system has modes that enable the selection of various 
rotation speeds for short and long ranges. The system also
improves target tracking performance by increasing the angular  
rotation speed in short ranges. And for long ranges,  
the signal-to-noise ratio is increased by reducing the rate of 
scanning. Retinar PTR-X enables the monitoring of critical 
facilities such as airports -which are among the primary 
targets for terrorist attacks all over the world- from very 
long distances at all times and in a cost efficient manner.

74 - June 2018

User interface of the Retinar family of radars.

Retinar PTR
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Following PTR, which is a portable radar system, the PTR-X 
variant, which is fixed or positioned on a pole to allow on-ve-
hicle use, and possesses a longer detection range, has  
also joined Retinar family. The PTR-X also includes a se-
lectable scanning rate for detecting and tracking near and 
distant targets. With the aim of combining the advantages 
of radar and camera systems in a single system, the OPUS 
system was also created and added to the Retinar fam 
ily by integrating day / thermal camera systems into  
the PTR-X.
All members of Retinar product family have been subject to nu-
merous endurance tests to observe their performance under 
various environmental conditions, and are designed and pro-
duced to operate in a variety of different climatic conditions.

Members of the Retinar Family: 
The PTR, PTR-X and OPUS 
The Retinar product family consists of the Retinar PTR,  
Retinar PTR-X and Retinar OPUS. Based on their area of 
use, the members of the family possess different features. 
For example, when there is a need to carry out mobile sur-
veillance in a rural area, Retinar PTR comes to the forefront 
as the most suitable solution. Retinar PTR, which runs on 
battery, is small and light enough to be transported in two 
backpacks.
If the security of critical facilities is of concern, then the 
PTR-X steps in. Just as the other members of the family, 
this solution is capable of operating together with existing 
or new camera systems, and includes radars, each of which 
can guide numerous cameras. Retinar PTR-X is suitable for 
fixed use at all types of critical facilities such as airports, en-
ergy facilities and military facilities, and can also be used on 
vehicles when necessary.

Retinar OPUS 
Integrated Surveillance System
Retinar OPUS, the new member of Retinar family, is the 
result of the integration of Retinar PTR-X with day / thermal 
camera systems. Retinar PTR-X radar, which has its own 
independent directing units, and the long range day / 
thermal cameras are fixed on top a single pole placed on the 
ground or on a vehicle, so that it can rotate around the same 
axis. With its advanced and integrated interface, 
OPUS’ cameras can be engaged to radar-detected targets 
using the slew-to-cue technique. Since the radar 
and camera system use the same rotating axis, 
they do not limit each other’s line of vision. In addition, 
as the system uses a single pole, it minimizes,
in weapon-carrying vehicles, constraints on the area 
of effect of weapons.The day / thermal camera system 
is able to rotate to the desired horizontal or vertical 
angle thanks to its directing unit, while the radar system 
it carries can simultaneously scan 360 degrees  
by rotating continuously. When the  
thermal and video cameras with high zooming capability  
are activated, a possible threat at a coordinate indicated  
by the radar can easily be identified.
One of the most important features of the Retinar OPUS is 
that it can be integrated with various cameras in line with the 
customer requirements, without being dependent  
on any specific brand or model.
Retinar OPUS distinguishes itself from other similar 
products in the world with its advanced 3D radar screen 
and advanced radar- and camera-based automatic target 
identification algorithms.

Retinar OPUS

User interface of the Retinar family of radars.
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On the other hand, the Retinar OPUS allows the use of ther-
mal and day camera systems together with the radar, and 
can also be used in fixed form when required. Retinar OPUS 
is a system that can especially be used to detect small UAVs, 
which are becoming an increasingly big threat for all kinds 
of facilities.
The Retinar PTR, Retinar PTR-X and Retinar OPUS systems 
that constitute the Retinar product family, which share the 
following features:
n small size,
n light weight,
n high resolution owing to radar operating at 
 the millimetre wave frequency,
n user friendly interface that only requires 
 a brief training session, and
n the ability to differentiate humans and animals,
distinguish themselves from their equivalents in Turkey and 
abroad, and fill the existing gap concerning the need for por-
table area surveillance radar, without causing a repetitive 
investment in Turkey in this area.
Some of the areas of use of the Retinar product family can 
be listed as follows:

n Perimeter surveillance
 for critical facilities: 
 Airports, power plants,
 pipelines, refineries, 
 ports and all other
 facilities and 
 infrastructures 
 for which security is
 very critical.
n Border monitoring and
 border security.
n Unit and force 
 protection.
n Camp security of 
 patrolling security  
 forces.

Retinar to Serve as Anti-Drone System
The Retinar product family is continuing its expansion, aimed 
at responding to the various different needs of its end users. 
Meteksan Defence has developed a complete Anti-Drone 
System solution based on Retinar OPUS in cooperation with 
leading companies in the Turkish defence and aerospace 
sector that are specialised in their respective fields. The 
Anti-Drone solution, which was showcased for the first time 
at Eurasia Airshow on April 25–29, comprises three main 
subsystems:
n  Retinar OPUS Integrated Radar and 
  Electrooptic Suite – Meteksan Defence
n  Laser Countermeasure System – SAVER 
n  RF Jammer (to be produced by an as yet undetermined 
  Turkish company)
In the proposed system, the radar of Retinar OPUS is 
responsible for the initial detection and tracking of drones, 
and this ability has already been proven in tests. During 
the field tests, Retinar OPUS successfully detected and 
tracked a DJI Phantom 4, classified as a small UAV, from a 
distance of 1.5 km, as well as a Hexacopter, classified as a 
larger drone, from a range of 2.5 km. The target drone that 
is being tracked is identified by Retinar OPUS’ thermal/day 
cameras, and then a more precise positioning and tracking 
is made. Information on the direction and position of the 
target drone garnered by Retinar OPUS is transmitted to the 
other components of the system, namely the RF jammer or 
the laser system, and depending on the countermeasures, 
to be selected in accordance with the ambient conditions, 
the target drone is engaged and neutralised either by the RF 
Jammer, the laser system or both.

Laser Countermeasure System of SAVER 

Retinar OPUS is responsible for the initial detection and tracking of drones, and this ability has already been proven in tests.
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The Future of Retinar
The Retinar product family will continue to develop to meet 
the turn-key security solutions needs of potential users. In 
this context, Meteksan Defence continues to cooperate with 
various companies on command & control software, IT infra-
structure, and camera integration. Activities include efforts 
in making the Retinar even lighter.
In line with the requests of users, there are ongoing works 
for further improving the capabilities and algorithms for de-
tecting and identifying UAVs.

The goal in the next phase of these works is to develop a new 
naval surveillance radar product. The design of this radar is 
currently underway. u

Performance PTR  PTR-X
Operating frequency   Ka Band 

System architecture  Impulse-Doppler, pulse compression 

Type of Target and the Detection Ranges  (Pd: 90%, Pfa: 10-6 ) 
Person on foot (RCS 1 m2)  4 km  3-6 km 

Small vehicle  (RCS 10 m2)  8 km  6-12 km 

Large vehicle  (RCS 30 m2)  10 km  8-16 km 

Instrumental limit   12 km  12-24 km 

Rate of detection for very slow   
moving targets   

0,2 m/s – 2 m/s 

Range resolution  3 meters 

Range accuracy  Better than 1 meter 

Angle resolution  2 degrees 

Angular accuracy  <1º (scanning mode)

 < 0,5º (inspection mode) 

Horizontal coverage   0-360 degrees 

 (optional sectoral or continuous scanning) 

Elevation coverage  ±25 degrees, automatic 

Operating and Storage Conditions 
Operating temperature  -30º C / +55º C 

Storage temperature  -40º C / +65º C 

Comparison Table for the Technical Specifications 
of the Retinar Area Surveillance Radars Product Family

Retinar PTR can be carried in special backpacks by two people.
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BİTES has recently been engaged 
in extensive studies to increase the 
prevalence of AR technologies in the 
Turkish defence and aerospace sector. 
What benefits can AR technologies 
bring to the defence and aerospace 
sector, and what form are BİTES’ works 
taking in this area?
As an area in which many companies 
around the world have been concen-
trating their efforts in recent times, AR 
is viewed as one of the hallmark tech-
nologies of the future. As a result of the 
R&D activities we have been conduct-
ing recently with our own resources, 

we have managed to develop certain 
systems for use in the AR field, and 
continue to do so. Before touching on 
the importance of these technologies 
for the defence sector, I would first like 
to provide you with a brief description 
of what AR technology actually is. We 
can define AR as a concept in which 
virtual data, prepared in a digital envi-
ronment, is overlaid onto a real-world 
physical environment, allowing the 
interaction of the data with real im-
ages. While in virtual reality products, 

which have gained significant popular-
ity among the public in recent times, 
the user experiences an entirely digital 
world, AR offers the user the opportu-
nity to experience the interaction of the 
real world with digital data. This tech-
nology can offer particular benefits in 
the training of maintenance personnel 
and in the rapid and flawless execu-
tion of maintenance activities; while on 
the battlefield, it has the potential to 
enhance the situational awareness of 
military personnel.

BİTES Brings Augmented Reality 
Technologies to the Defence 
and Aerospace Sector
BİTES, one of the most 
innovative companies 
in the Turkish defence 
and aerospace sector, 
breathes new life into 
the sector with its 
augmented reality (AR) 
solutions. We had the 
opportunity to discuss 
the company’s activities 
in this area with Ebru 
Coşkun, Vice President 
of BİTES.
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Based on our R&D works, we have used 
AR technologies to develop a large 
range of solutions for the defence and 
aerospace sector. For the engine room 
of the TUZLA-class patrol boats in 
the inventory of Turkish Naval Forces 
Command, we are currently working 
on ensuring the correct maintenance 
procedures are followed through the 
use of augmented reality technologies. 
When a member of the maintenance 
team looks at the part he/she wants to 
maintain through his/her augmented 
reality glasses or tablet computer, he/
she can see instantly on the real image 
what needs to be done to that part, down 
to the finest detail. This means that the 
maintenance operative does not need to 
read lengthy documents about the rel-
evant part, as was previously the case, 
which in turn helps shorten the duration 
of maintenance activities. In addition, 
it also helps reduce the frequency of 
errors during maintenance and repair 
activities. The TUZLA-class platform is 
currently the most common platform in 
the naval inventory, and so this technol-
ogy will result in considerable gains.
TEPEGÖZ, another project in which we 
are involved, is a tethered drone system 
that is integrated onto military land plat-
forms. The part of the project in which 
images from the drone are transmitted 
through AR technologies is being han-
dled by BİTES. The TEPEGÖZ system 
was successfully deployed and used 
during the Efes-2018 exercise in May.
Last but not least, our See Through Ar-
mour project aims to enhance the situ-
ational awareness of armoured combat 
vehicle crews by means of an AR glass-
es used inside the vehicle.

Could you share with us more details 
about the TEPEGÖZ system that was 
used during the Efes-2018 exercise?
TEPEGÖZ is a rotary-wing unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) that can be integrat-
ed onto vehicles used by armed and se-
curity forces, such as armoured combat 
vehicles, armoured personnel carriers, 
anti-riot vehicles and main battle tanks. 
It was designed together with our stake-
holders. Through its day camera and 
thermal camera, it can relay images to 
the user without being hindered by dust 
or mist.
Taking-off from a station on the ar-
moured vehicle, this UAV performs 
guided flight via a cable – which main-
tains the communication link between 
the UAV and the ground station, and also 
provides energy for the UAV. Thanks to 
this cable, the UAV is unaffected by elec-
tronic jamming, and since it flies with a 
cable connection, it can stay in air for 
as long as the cable continues to supply 
energy. The crew can control the UAV 
from within the vehicle, and operate the 
camera through head movements while 
wearing the AR glasses.
The UAV component of the system can 
climb to an altitude of 100 metres, and 
can cover similar distances both hori-
zontally and vertically. Owing to its im-
age processing algorithms, the system 
can fulfil such tasks as labelling moving 
units and providing visual support to 
the operator. The UAV can also lock on 
to any entity within its line of sight, and 
track it autonomously.

We have been familiar with the See 
Through Armour project since IDEF 2015. 
What can you tell us about this project?

The See Through Armour system is 
another one of our key projects. De-
veloped for the FNSS-made KAPLAN 
20 New Generation Armoured Fighting 
Vehicle (NG-AFV), the system has been 
developed to enhance the battlefield 
awareness of the crew. Through cam-
eras on all four corners of the vehicle, 
the system provides 360-degree vision 
of the vehicle’s surroundings. Wearing 
AR glasses inside the vehicle allows 
the crew to see their surroundings and 
the images relayed by the cameras and 
electro-optic systems on the vehicle. 
By turning their head, the operator can 
maintain full awareness of the vehicle’s 
surroundings from the inside the vehi-
cle, as if he/she was actually standing 
outside. This allows the operator with 
full awareness of what is taking place 
around the vehicle, and to identify any 
approaching entities.

Is there anything you would like to add?
At BİTES, we work relentlessly to meet 
the requirements of armed and securi-
ty forces through new generation tech-
nologies; to create added value in the 
sector; and to become a company that 
is able to compete in the global arena 
in high technologies. Thanks to the ef-
forts of all our employees and the dedi-
cated work of the institutions operating 
in this sector, I believe that we will fully 
attain our goals. I thank you for your 
interest.

On behalf of our readers, we would like 
to thank Ebru Coşkun, Vice President 
of BİTES, for taking the time to answer 
our questions and for providing us with 
such valuable information.
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The Undersecretariat 
for Defence Industries 

(SSM) continues to 
announce the key 
developments in its projects 
through its official social 
media accounts.  The main 
topics that have attracted 
attention in April in this 
regard have been the serial 
production of MAM-C,  
the integration  
of KİRPİ with flexible 
layered cage armour 
systems, the integration  
of M60T tanks with  
40 mm automatic grenade 
launchers, and finally,  
the decision to launch 
contract negotiations with 
BMC as part of the ALTAY 
Project.

Serial Production  
of MAM-C Starts
In a statement posted on its 
official Twitter account on 
April 2, the SSM announced 
that serial production of the 
MAM-C smart ammunition 
would start soon. 
MAM-C  has been developed 
by ROKETSAN from its 
CİRİT missile. Like MAM-L, 
it cruises towards its target 
under its own potential 
energy from the point of 
release, being equipped 
with no motor. Smaller and 
lighter than MAM-L, MAM-C 
can also be used by aircraft 
with a lesser payload 
capacity. 

KİRPİs Acquire 
RPG Protection
In a statement posted on its 
official Twitter account on 
April 16, the SSM announced 
that the integration of 160 
KİRPİ vehicles with flexible 
layered cage armour 
systems, providing protection 
against RPG rockets, had 
been completed.
The flexible layered cage 
armour system has been 
developed by ROKETSAN’s 
Ballistic Protection Centre 
(BPC). Providing details 
on the system, the BPC 
catalogue has the following 
to say:  ROKETSAN has 
developed the flexible 
layered cage armour system 
(RPG Shield) for integration 
onto armoured vehicles of 
different types and models 
so as to protect against  
RPG threats as part of the 
fight against terrorism. 
Delivery of RPG shields 
to customers began after 
the completion of the 
development, test, and 
validation processes. The 
system was first applied to 
the M60 Main Battle Tank, 
and the COBRA and KİRPİ 
vehicles, and further designs 
are being developed for 
different types of vehicles in 
the inventory of the Turkish 
National Police and the 
Turkish Armed Forces.  The 
RPG Shield provides a light 
and strong solution for 

protection of different types 
of vehicles against RPG 
threats.

M60 Tanks Equipped 
with Automatic 
Grenade Launchers
In a statement posted on 
its official Twitter account 
on April 16, the SSM 
announced that it had 
completed the delivery of 90 
units of 40 mm automatic 
grenade launchers as part 
of a project to Improve the 
Anti-Tank Capability of 
M60T Tanks (FIRAT-M60T). 
Pictures posted with the 
announcement showed 
grenade launchers that 
had been integrated to 
ASELSAN’s SARP Stabilised 
Advanced Remote Weapon 
Platform.

BMC Era in ALTAY
The SSM also announced 
its decision regarding a 
serial production tender 
within the ALTAY Project, 
which the public has been 
following closely for the 
past couple of years, 
through its official Twitter 
account. The statement 
issued on April 24 said: 
“Contract negotiations 
with BMC will start based 
on the decisions made by 
the Executive Committee 
in respect of the serial 
production of 250 ALTAY 
tanks, which has been 
developed in order to meet 
our need for modern tanks, 
and also the development 
of an indigenous 
powerpack for the 
ALTAY tank.” u

SSM Projects Gain Momentum 
in Support of Operations

MAM-C and MAM-L (left), seen on the wing of a BAYRAKTAR TB2 UAV, 
developed by Baykar Makina. .

The flexible layered cage armour system 
has further enhanced KİRPİ’s protection level. 

Automatic grenade 
launcher with 40 mm 
calibre joins the weapons 
mounted on M60 Tanks. 
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Prof. Dr. Haluk Görgün assumed the 
role of CEO of ASELSAN while also 

serving as the Chairman of the Board 
of Directors. Prof. Dr. Görgün was first 
elected as the Chairman of the Board 
of Directors at a meeting of the board 
of directors, which was held on April 
2, after ASELSAN’s general assembly 
meeting on the same day. Then, at an 
April 17 meeting of the ASELSAN board 
of directors, he was appointed as CEO, 
effective as of April 27, earning a place 
in ASELSAN’s history with this dual 
appointment. 
Prof. Dr. Haluk Görgün was born 
in Istanbul in 1973. He earned his 
BSc and graduate degrees from the 
Electrical Engineering Department of 
Yıldız Technical University (YTU) and 
completed his doctoral studies at the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New 
York in 2003. After earning his doctoral 
degree, he conducted post-doctoral 
scientific studies at the University 
of Connecticut from 2004–2005. He 
worked as assistant professor at 
YTU from 2005 to 2008 and became 
an associate professor in 2008 and a 
professor in 2014. 
Prof. Dr. Görgün, the Founding 
Head of the Control and Automation 
Department of YTU, served as the 
Head of the Control and Automation 
Department from 2009 until 2013, 
founding various post-graduate 
programmes during his tenure. 
Prof. Dr. Görgün was a Turkish 
Delegate to the European Union 7th 
Framework Programme - Energy Field 
between 2007 and 2010. He also served 
as a Scientific Research Projects 
Coordinator of the YTU Technopark and 
as a member of the board of directors 
of the Science Application and Research 
Centre. From 2010–2013, he served as 
the editor of YTÜ Sigma Engineering 
and Science Journal. His other 
positions at the university included Vice 
Director and Director of the Graduate 
School of Natural and Applied Sciences, 

and Vice Rector at YTU.
Prof. Dr. Görgün was elected as an 
Associate Member of the Turkish 
Academy of Sciences in 2013, and 
served as the Rector of Gebze 
Technical University from November 
2014 until April 2018. He has written 
numerous papers/reports that have 
been published in many publications, 
has served as the editor of many 
publications, and has taken part in 
many projects at both national and 
international levels. Prof. Dr. Görgün, 
is married and has two children. In 
addition to being a member of the 
Board of Directors of Informatics 
Valley since 2014, he has also served 
on various committees and boards 
in TÜBİTAK (The Scientific and 
Technological Research Council of 
Turkey) and on the Council of Higher 
Education (CoHE).

New Keywords for ASELSAN 
after Prof. Dr. Haluk Görgün’s 
Appointment: 
Fast and Brave
Having left his position as Rector of 
GTÜ and taken up office at ASELSAN 
on April 27, Prof. Dr. Görgün organised 
a press conference at ASELSAN on 
May 7, inviting members of the sector’s 
leading media outlets, to share with 
them his vision for ASELSAN in this 
new period. 
We posed to Prof. Dr. Görgün the 

question: “You have been appointed both 
as Chairman of the Board of Directors 
and CEO at ASELSAN. What will be the 
consequences of this process, which 
is unique, especially in foundation 
companies, for ASELSAN and the 
sector?”, to which he replied:
“I believe it will have very positive 
outcomes, because it allows me to 
take part in the execution and serve as 
a bridge between the chief executives 
and the Board of Directors, while also 
involving the Board of Directors in 
execution issues in a more detailed 
manner. Both the chief executives and 
the members of the Board of Directors 
of our company are very precious, and 
we have developed a task-sharing 
model for the Board of Directors that 
will allow them to play a more effective 
role in various issues and take part in 
the corporate processes in a more active 
manner. This is a good opportunity 
that will serve as a model both for 
ASELSAN and for the other foundation 
companies in Turkey. I am fully aware 
that the success of this model is also, 
in a way, dependent on my personal 
success. It is an opportunity to ensure 
better coordination between the board 
of directors, which is willing to share its 
tasks, and the chief executives through a 
strong managerial understanding and a 
strong will. I see this situation as a great 
chance to integrate these two powers, 
and I feel very positive about it.”

A First in 
ASELSAN’s History:
Prof. Dr. Haluk 
Görgün, Appointed 
ASELSAN Chairman 
of the Board of 
Directors and CEO
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When asked, “What will be the main 
item on the agenda of ASELSAN under 
your management?”, he said: 
“Among the top priorities of our 
colleagues on the Board of Directors 
and the chief executives when I first 
took office was increasing exports. The 
new corporate policy in this regard will 
be accompanied by an approach that 
is based on a closer follow-up, a more 
aggressive engagement in new projects, 
a better promotion of the company, the 
provision of more technical support to 
our target countries, and increasing 
efforts to persuade those countries to 
buy our indigenous products.
On this point, I asked the members of 
our Board of Directors to take more 
active roles. We have agreed on a list 
assigning responsibilities to different 
board members that comprises 
internal tasks within ASELSAN’s 
sector vice presidencies, as well as 
tasks concerning our subsidiaries and 
target markets. In the coming period, 
we will be monitoring processes more 
closely and shall make efforts to 
increase our exports by making more 
use of the incentives offered by the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 
(SSM).
Among the companies operating in 
the field of military electronics in the 
world, our product range is the most 
diverse. We will do whatever it takes 
to enhance our exports in every field 
that we can contribute to, whether for 
small or large projects; and of course 
we will use our energy in an efficient 
manner while doing this. As soon as the 
public offering process is over, I will be 
travelling to different countries with my 
team, starting with the countries where 
ASELSAN has companies, namely 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Jordan, Saudi 

Arabia, Malaysia, Macedonia and South 
Africa. We already have a presence in 
these countries, and we have ongoing 
relations with them, but we shall now 
look into new ways of enhancing these 
relations. In other words, we will try to 
understand why they have not matured 
as much as expected, and what our 
deficiencies are in this regard. We 
will seek ways of utilising our existing 
resources in a more efficient and 
effective manner. Meanwhile, we have 
made exports to Chile and Indonesia 
recently, and we shall be working to 
enhance such efforts.
In the first week of my tenure at 
ASELSAN, I met with a visiting 
delegation from a foreign country 
who said: “We are already using your 
products and are willing to buy more, 
but you need to increase the number of 
technical staff in our country. This is an 
important point, so we will immediately 
provide the required engineering and 
technical support to that country. After-
sales support is important for all of us; 
we already take it into consideration 
in the civil area. If this approach 
is adopted also in the defence and 
aerospace sector, I believe it will have 
very effective outcomes in terms of both 
sustaining and enhancing the existing 
market. The countries I just mentioned 
will be our starting point, and then we 
will seek other countries in which we 
identify potential opportunities. Last 
year, our exports showed an increase 
over the previous year to reach around 
$215 million, corresponding to nearly 
15 percent of our turnover, but at the 
end of 2018 we hope to see a much 
higher export figure.”
On behalf of MSI TDR, we wish Prof. 
Dr. Haluk Görgün success in his new 
position. u
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In the wake of its 
participation at the IWA 

2018 exhibition, held 
in Nürnberg, Germany 
on March 9–12 where 
its primary goal was to 
expand its cooperation with 
its international solution 
partners, Turaç returned 
to Turkey having made 
new friendships and new 
connections, and taking 
the initial steps in several 
potential cooperation 
projects.
This year’s IWA, one of 
the most prestigious 
firearm, shooting and 
hunting exhibitions in 
Europe, attracted 1,558 
participant companies 
from 60 countries, and 
as always, the stand of 
Turaç, one of 86 companies 
participating from Turkey, 
attracted great interest. 
The company, which had 
101 meetings during the 
previous exhibition, broke 
its own record by holding 
almost 150 meetings at 
this year’s event, making 

contact with users and 
solution partners from 56 
countries. This was the first 
time that Turaç officials had 
met with companies and 
official delegations from the 
Republic of Korea, Canada, 
Kenya, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Mexico, Norway, Slovenia, 
Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, 
Vietnam and Zimbabwe. 
Company officials welcomed 
visitors to the stand 
with Turkish coffee, Siirt 
pistachios and Turkish 
Delight, and took many of 
their conversations one 
step forward to the level of 
collaboration and friendship.
The Sterling brand products 
displayed at the Turaç stand 

during the IWA exhibition 
included:
n Parabellum FMJ (full

metal jacket), Luger FMJ, 
Luger JHP (jacketed 
hollow point) and 
Subsonic FMJ rounds 
from the 9x19 mm pistol 
cartridge series;

n Exclusive, Big Game,
Heavy Load, Competition, 
Less-Lethal and Elegance 
series from the shot 
shells product family; and

n 5.56x45 mm, 7.62x51 mm
and 7.62x39 mm 
cartridges from rifle 
cartridges product family, 
which has now entered the 
serial production phase.

Turaç’s prominent position 
in the European market 
makes the IWA exhibition 

a significant sectoral event 
for the company where 
it can play an assertive 
role. Its ambitions in this 
regard were mirrored in 
the promotional activities 
and advertising campaign 
it conducted for the event, 
promoting the company and 
its products on 10 billboards 
and one light board in  
the exhibition area, just 
before the exhibition  
and throughout the 
exhibition week.
Fatih Altunbaş, General 
Manager of Turaç, 
commenting on the newly 
established connections  
and potential collaborations 
of the company, said:  
“As in previous years,  
we participated at this 
year’s exhibition to establish 
new collaborations and 
friendships, and we have 
accomplished that. The 
50 percent increase in 
the number of talks we 
held during the exhibition 
over the previous one is 
testament to this. We have 
added 12 new countries to 
our connection network 
and have returned from the 
exhibition with a very busy 
agenda. We hope to reap the 
fruits of these meetings  
and to be hearing good  
news soon.” u

Among the products displayed by Turaç 
at the IWA exhibition were 9x19 mm pistol 
cartridges and rifle cartridges of many 
different types. The company offers these 
products to the service of armed forces 
and law enforcement agencies of various 
countries.
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Turaç Returns 
from IWA 2018 
Having Made 
Record-Level 
Contacts
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Meteksan Defence announced on 
March 26 that all the tests for 

the Automatic Take-off and Landing 
System (OKİS) conducted on the ANKA 
unmanned aerial vehicle have been 
successfully completed. Used in the 
automatic take-off and landing of 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), the 
radar-based OKİS system offers a 
reliable and efficient solution alternative 
that is independent from global 
positioning signals, which are not always 
reliable, especially in the battle field. 
This is achieved through the precise 
position information it provides.
OKİS consists of two main units; 
namely, the OKİS Airborne Segment, 
which is a transponder with its antenna 
set installed on the UAVs, and the 
OKİS Ground Segment installed on the 
runway. With its small size and light 
weight, the OKİS Airborne Segment 
can be used in almost any kind of UAV 
without having any significant adverse 
effect on the payload capacity, and the 
OKİS Ground Segment can provide 
the UAV’s position precisely with the 
help of its radar, which embodies 
the technology gained by Meteksan 
Defence in the MİLDAR Project 
(Millimetre Wave Radar Development 
Project for Air Platforms).
The first of its kind in Turkey, the main 
features of OKİS system are as follows:
n Portability
n Ability to be moved by two-persons
n Easy installation and rapid 
 de-installation
n Robust design to withstand 
 battle field conditions
n Long operating period
n Enables take-off and landing 
 from either end of the runway
n Operability in adverse 
 weather conditions and 
 GPS-denied environments
n Suitable for medium-altitude 
 UAVs with small radar 
 cross sections
n No multipath effects
n Low RF power requirements
n Long detection and tracking range
n Electronic warfare protection
n Platform-independent architecture
Tunç Batum, President of Meteksan 

Defence, commented on the completion 
of acceptance phase, which has just 
been finalised, as a milestone: “OKİS 
constitutes the second phase of the 
MİLDAR Project we had launched in 
2013. In essence, it is a project that 
was launched with the intention of 
indigenously developing a system 
that was previously imported, thereby 
eliminating our country’s foreign 
dependence in this regard. The air 
terminal and antenna are low-volume, 
low-weight, low-power consumption, 
and easy to integrate. These features 
considerably broaden the range of 
UAVs to which the OKİS appeals. We 
are aware that OKİS-like systems are 
already being used in large-sized UAVs, 
similar to the ANKA. Likewise, the 
OKİS can also be successfully used in 
tactical class UAVs, which is where the 
superior features of our design become 
apparent. We’re planning to showcase 
the final, ready-for-production system 
at the Eurasia Airshow. If we manage 
to have the OKİS enter the inventory 
for use on indigenously-developed 
UAVs, I’m certain that it will attract 
significant export potential, becoming 
a leading alternative for foreign UAV 
manufacturers. Moreover, we have also 
been working extensively to enable the 
use of OKİS in the Ship-Deployed UAV 
and AKINCI projects.” u

Meteksan 
Defence’s OKİS 
Proves Itself 
with ANKA ©
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As one of the most 
important events in  

the defence sector 
calendar for the  
Asia-Pacific region, the 
16th Defence Services  
Asia (DSA) exhibition was 
held in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, on April 
16–19. Taking part in 
the exhibition, organised 
jointly by the Ministry of 
Defence and the Ministry 
of Interior of Malaysia, 
were 1,500 companies 
and organisations from 
60 countries. Turkey 
was the largest foreign 
participant of the event, 
with 30 organisations 
and companies led by 
the Undersecretariat 
for Defence Industries 
(SSM) and the Defence 
and Aerospace Industry 
Exporters’ Association  
(SSI), taking part on  
an area measuring  
1,418 square metres.
The Turkish companies 
and organisations 

attending the exhibition 
included the SSM, SSI, 
ASELSAN, AYESAŞ, AVS, 
BMC, FEMSAN, FİGES 
Teknoloji, FNSS, Garanti 
Giyim, Gir-San, HOYTEK, 
Kale Kalıp, Katmerciler, 
Milsoft, Nurol Teknoloji, 
OSSA (OSTİM Defence 
and Aviation Cluster), 
Otokar, Öztek, RST, 
Samsun Yurt Savunma, 
Simsoft, STM, Tek Can 
Grup, TİSAŞ, Transvaro, 
Turmaks, TAI, TÜBİTAK 
BİLGEM (Informatics 
and Information Security 
Research Centre) and 
Vestel Defence.
SSI and FNSS were  
among the nine official 
sponsors of DSA 2018, 
alongside many local 
governmental agencies 
such as the Malaysian 
Armed Forces and 
Malaysian Royal Police. 
Several events related 
top cooperation between 
DEFTECH and Turkish 
companies were organised 

on the sidelines of the 
exhibition. The first 
ceremony was held to 
mark the exchange of 
documents on the supply  
of unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAV) between 
DEFTECH and TAI.  
At another event on the 
third day of the exhibition, 
letters of intent were 
signed between ASELSAN 
and DEFTECH, who 
agreed to cooperate 
on the development 
of remote-controlled 
weapon systems, military 
vehicle modernisation 
programmes and 
unmanned aerial vehicle 
development. 
In addition, the products  
of various Turkish firms 
were displayed at the 
DEFTECH stand during  
the exhibition, including:
n An AV8 vehicle
 developed jointly 
 by DEFTECH and FNSS
 as a new version of
 FNSS’ PARS 8x8 vehicle,

n Katmerciler’s
Remote-Controlled 
Weapon Platform 
with Tracking System 
(UKAP), which 
is equipped with 
ASELSAN’s SARP 
remote-controlled 
weapon system,

n Nurol Makina’s EJDER
 YALÇIN vehicle, and 
n TAI’s ANKA UAV.
Organised concurrently 
with DSA 2018 was the 
National Security Asia 
(NATSEC Asia) event, 
which was being held 
for the first time this 
year with the theme 
of Cyber Security. 
In the June issue of MSI 
TDR, we will present our 
readers with a special 
dossier on DSA 2018, 
containing detailed 
coverage on the Turkish 
companies that took part 
in the exhibition, as well 
as foreign companies with 
special agenda related to 
Turkey. u

Cooperation Projects of the Turkish Defence and 
Aerospace Sector Capture Limelight at DSA 2018 in Malaysia 
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A press release issued by FNSS  
on April 26 provided details  

of the current progress in the   
Anti-Tank Vehicle (ATV) project.  
The first prototype of the KAPLAN-ATV, 
a tracked anti-tank vehicle whose 
manufacturing was completed in 
January, is continuing its verification 
operations with great success. The 
qualification tests of the vehicle will 
begin in the next phase, which will be 
followed by serial production. 
The first prototype of the PARS-ATV 
Wheeled Anti-Tank System is expected 
to be completed in April and verification 
tests are likely to begin in May. 
KAPLAN-ATV started its verification 
operations at a very early phase 
in the project. The detailed design 
of the vehicle was reviewed by 
the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM) and Turkish Land 
Forces, and was granted approval in 
the 15th month of the project timetable, 
in accordance with the project plan, 
and in the conventional project 
methodology, this approval means 
manufacturing can begin. In addition to 
carrying out the detailed design, FNSS 
also manufactured the prototype of the 
first tracked vehicle and introduced it 
to users with the Remote Controlled 
Anti-Tank Turret (RCAT), aiming to gain 
feedback before commencing factory 
tests. The announcement emphasised 
that the 15-month period for the 
development of the prototype could 
be considered relatively short when 

compared to recent similar projects, 
and could in fact be characterised as 
unprecedented. 
Serial production of both the tracked 
and wheeled vehicles developed 
under the ATV project is planned to be 
completed in 2021, and 260 vehicles 
are expected to be delivered to Turkish 
Land Forces.
Speaking about the current phase of 
the project, Aybars Küçük, Marketing 
and Programmes Group Manager 
at FNSS, said: “With the KAPLAN 
product family, FNSS has defined 
the standards in the field of tracked 
armoured vehicles for the upcoming 
period. KAPLAN-ATV, the youngest 
member of the KAPLAN family group, 
transformed from a requirement into 
a reality within just 15 months, and 
we take pride in this. Turkish Land 
Forces defined a unique concept when 
expressing its need, and the SSM 
designed the project so that this need 
would be satisfied in the most efficient 
manner, while also being based on an 
indigenous and national solution. The 
task was assigned to FNSS following 
a tender held by the SSM. I am sure 
that we will complete qualification 
successfully by taking advantage of 
the momentum that we have gained 
in this project, and that we will rapidly 
reach the serial production phase. 
We will make sure that Turkish Land 
Forces acquires a capability that will 
capture the attention of armies around 
the world.”  u

Design Phase of KAPLAN and  
PARS STA Anti-Tank Vehicles Completed
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The 10th DIMDEX exhibition, hosted by the Qatar Armed 
Forces, was held this year in Doha, Qatar, between  

March 12 and 14.
While the exhibition was originally organized with a focus on 
naval forces, it was nevertheless attended by a vast range 
of defence and aerospace companies. Turkey was well 
represented at the event with a national-level participation 
coordinated by the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 
(SSM), and occupying a total stand area of 2,413 square 
metres. Institutions and organisation from Turkey that joined 
in the event, either as part of Turkey’s national participation 
or independently, were: Akademi Sancak, AKSA Run Flat, 
AN Grup, ANKAREF, ARES Shipyard, ASELSAN, AVS, BMC, 
CTECH, Dearsan Shipyard, Desan Shipyard, Garanti Apparel, 
Gül Otomotiv, HAVELSAN, İŞBİR, Kale Aero, Kale Kalıp, 
Manas Defence, Medyacity, Meteksan Defence, MilSOFT, 
MKEK, Nurol Makina, ROKETSAN, Sarsılmaz, the Defence 
and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI),  
SBI Bilişim, SDT, SimBT, STM, TAIS, Transvaro,  
TÜBİTAK BİLGEM, TÜBİTAK SAGE, Turmaks, Unifo Gıda and 
Yonca-Onuk Shipyard.
Attracting 180 participants from 60 countries, and visited 
by 90 official delegations and 130,000 people in total, 
the exhibition saw the announcement of the inception of 
Barzan Holding, an organisation that will function as the 
Qatari Armed Forces’ procurement authority, to meet its 
requirements.
A memorandum of understanding envisaging cooperation 
between the SSM and Barzan Holding was signed on 
the first day of the exhibition by Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, 
Undersecretary for Defence Industries, and Mohammed 
Mubarak al-Khater, CEO of Barzan Holding.  

Turkish companies also left a significant mark on the 
exhibition in terms of the numbers, diversity and total 
value of contracts signed. During the exhibition, Turkish 
institutions and organisations signed contracts valued at 
nearly $800 million in total for projects to cover the needs of 
the Qatari Ministry of Interior and the Qatar, Armed Forces. 
The contracts signed by these institutions and organisations 
were listed as follows:
n ARES Shipyard: Sale of three ARES 150 HERCULES 
 and six ARES 80 SAT boats,
n A.D.İ.K. Shipyard:  Sale of two Cadet Training Ships
n Baykar Makina: Sale of six BAYRAKTAR TB2 Armed UAVs,
 and the installation of the relevant ground support
 systems
n BMC: Sale of 50 KİRPİ II and 35 AMAZON 
 armoured vehicles
n Nurol Makina: Sale of 214 NMS 4x4 vehicles
n Piri Reis University: Provision of naval training
n Yonca-Onuk Shipyard: Sale of eight ONUK 
 MRTP24/U boats.
Furthermore, the partnership between ASELSAN, Barzan 
Holding and SSTEK established the BARQ joint venture to 
oversee the production of remote-controlled stabilised 
weapon systems, as well as electro-optic surveillance 
systems.
As part of the exhibition, a total of 11 military ships from 
the United States, Bangladesh, India, the United Kingdom, 
Italy, Qatar, Pakistan and Oman docked at Hamad Port 
and welcomed visitors aboard. The exhibition also saw the 
organisation of the 6th Middle East Naval Commanders 
Conference (MENC), attended by personnel of different levels 
from the naval forces of various countries. u

Turkish Defence and 
Aerospace Sectors Returns  
from DIMDEX 2018 
with $800 Million-Worth 
of Orders in Pipeline

At the exhibition, Turkey was represented by a delegation presided over 
by General Hulusi Akar, Commander of the Turkish Armed Forces. 
General Akar and Nurettin Canikli, Minister of National Defence, watched the 
opening ceremony from the front row.

A memorandum of understanding envisaging cooperation between SSM and 
Barzan Holding was signed on the first day of the exhibition by Prof. Dr. İsmail 
Demir, Undersecretary for Defence Industries, on behalf of Turkey, and by 
Mohammed Mubarak al-Khater, CEO of Barzan Holding, on behalf of Qatar.  

SSM held numerous one-to-one meetings 
throughout the exhibition.
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Eurasia Airshow, which was organised by 
Medyacity, was held in Antalya on April 25–29 as the 

first such show-based aerospace event in Turkey, and was 
attended by around 130,000 people, including the public 
days. The participants included officials and representatives 
of companies from 63 countries. 
Alongside the Turkish Stars; the T129 ATAK, S-70, AB 412,  
and UH-60 helicopters in the inventory of the Turkish 
Gendarmerie General Command and the Turkish Coast 
Guard Command, as well as various military and civilian 
aircraft, including Gripen, An-124, MiG-29 and OV-10, 
performed aerobatic displays during the event. Meanwhile, 
a variety of aircraft, including Leonardo C-27J, Airbus A330 

MRTT, Antonov An-70, An-178, Airbus A350-1000, 
Boeing 777F and CN235, were on static display. 
Stands and chalets were opened by 343 firms on a 

total area of 410,000 square metres for the event.
Sukhoi and Iran Airtour concluded a $1 billion contract for 
the sale of 20 Superjet 100 aircraft on the sidelines of the 
Airshow, representing the largest ever contract signed 
between two countries at an exhibition organised in Turkey. 
The event also saw:
n Signature of a cooperation agreement between Otonom
 Technology and Cappadocia Balloon Maintenance Centre 
 for the development of the first Turkish-made hot balloon,
n Signature for the formation of the NUMESYS company 
 by ANOVA and FİGES,
n Signature of a cooperation agreement between 
 ANOVA and Er Makina, and
n Signature of a cooperation agreement between
 HAVELSAN and Turkish Technic for the foundation 
 of a joint venture company.
The next event organised by Medyacity will be 4th 
High Tech Port by MÜSİAD, which will be held between 
21-24 November in Istanbul. u

Medyacity Brings a 
Show-Based Aerospace 
Exhibition Concept 
to Turkey 
with Eurasia Airshow 

Demonstration flights, one 
with Turkish officials and one 
with press, were conducted 
by a C-27J, which is among 
the contenders for the aircraft 
purchase contract put out to 
tender by the Turkish Land 
Forces and the Turkish National 
Police. Photographs showing 
Antalya’s beautiful landscape 
were shot from the ramp of the 
aircraft as it demonstrated its 
tactical capabilities. 
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On March 13, the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 
shared through its Twitter account infographics 

summarising the latest status of the works on the AKKOR 
and AKKOR PULAT active protection systems. The first 
infographic said that the prototype production of AKKOR 
to be used on ALTAY tanks will be completed this year and 
will be followed by field tests, while verification firing tests 

(stationary) and expanded firing tests (on the move) will be 
carried out next year. The system will be made ready for the 
serial production of the ALTAY tank.
The second infographic, on the other hand, informed that the 
AKKOR PULAT will undergo firing tests in March that will be 
conducted on the tank and at a system level against various 
threats. u

Works on Active Protection Systems for Tanks Go Forward
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The Mechanical and 
Chemical Industry 

Company (MKEK) has 
successfully completed 
the test firing of its HE-T 
(high-explosive, tracer) 120 
mm tank gun ammunition, 
developed especially for 
urban warfare. News of 
the successful tests was 
made public by Nurettin 
Canikli, Minister of 
National Defence, on his 
social media accounts 
on April 8, including a 
video of the test firings on 
YouTube accompanying the 
announcement.
The ammunition has been 
developed against open 

and crested targets, and is 
the culmination of an R&D 
project initiated by MKEK 
using its own resources. It 
has been designed for the 
44 calibre barrels of M60T 
and Leopard 2A4 tanks.
The test firings were made 
from an M60T tank at the 
facilities of Firing and 
Test Assessment Group 
Command of the Ministry 

of National Defence (MND) 
in Karapınar, Konya. The 
ammunition passed all 
tests with flying colours, 
including high and low 
temperature, resistance, 
dispersion and wall piercing 
with live fuse tests. 
Works aimed at obtaining 
certification and a firing 
matrix for the ammunition 
are currently under way. 

Serial production of the 
ammunition is expected 
to begin in the second half 
of this year, with the first 
lot, comprising 3,000 units, 
expected to be delivered to 
the Turkish Armed Forces 
(TAF) before the end of the 
year. 
Technical specifications 
of the complete-round 
ammunition are as follows: 
n Weight of a Complete
 Round: 27.5 kg
n Muzzle Velocity: 870 m/s
n Dispersion at 1,000
 Metres: Approximately 
 1 artillery mil
n Effective Range: 
 4,000 metres
n Maximum Bore
 Pressure: 3,200 bar u

MKEK’s New 
Ammunition 
for Urban 
Warfare

MKEK’s new HE-T ammunition demonstrated its efficacy in urban areas during testing. 

The ammunition was
 fired from an M60 tank 
during the tests. 
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Nurettin Canikli, Minister of National Defence, announced 
through his Twitter account on March 31 that the 

ASELSAN NEFER remote-controlled stabilised weapon 
system has successfully completed the tests conducted 
by the customer under challenging winter conditions in 
Kazakhstan.
The primary features of NEFER, which was launched at 
IDEF2017, include:
n Remote-controlled firing capability
n Shoot-on-the-move capability for stationary and 
 moving targets, owing to its stabilisation features
n Day and night imaging capability
n Automatic target tracking
n Ballistic calculation
n Laser range-finder capability
n Computer-based fire control functions
n Fired rounds counter
n Last ammunition warning

n Operating Temperature: -32°C – +55°C
n Complies with MIL-STD-810F for environmental conditions
n Complies with MIL-STD-461E for EMI / EMC
n Integration with external sensors and command 
 & control systems
n STANAG 4569 Level 2 Armour Protection
NEFER’s primary weapon options include 30 mm MK44, 30 
mm 2A42, 25 mm M242 and 25 mm KBA automatic cannons, 
while its co-axial weapon options include 7.62 mm FN MAG58, 
7.62 mm M240 and 7.62 mm PKT machine guns. u

ASELSAN NEFER Completes 
Winter Tests in Kazakhstan 
Successfully
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Baykar Makina announced through its social media 
accounts on March 23 that it had delivered eight more 

armed unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to the Turkish 
Armed Forces (TAF). The delivery was made ahead of 
schedule following the successful performance and 
functional flight acceptance tests, and in accordance with 
immediate needs.

BAYRAKTAR TB2 UAVs entered the inventory of TAF for the 
first time in 2015, followed by armed versions in 2016. Prior 
to the latest delivery, the number of BAYRAKTAR TB2s in 
the TAF inventory 0was 38. Their total flight hours exceeds 
40,000. Of these BAYRAKTAR TB2s, 15 are armed UAVs. 
The latest delivery brings the total BAYRAKTAR TB2s in the 
inventory to 46, 23 of which are armed UAVs. u

TAF Reinforced with BAYRAKTAR TB2 Armed UAVs
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The Retinar PTR 
Perimeter Surveillance 

Radar, developed by 
Meteksan Defence based 
on an innovative approach, 
has been added to the 
inventory of Turkish Land 
Forces. Posted on the 
official Twitter account 
of Meteksan Defence on 
April 3, the statement 
said: “The Retinar PTR 
Perimeter Surveillance 
Radar, which our company 
has developed through 
indigenous resources, 
has been purchased and 
entered into operation by 
Turkish Land Forces.” 
Predicting the need for an 
effective solution in this 
field, Meteksan Defence 
developed Retinar PTR 
without the encouragement 
of a certain project and 
using its own resources. 
The product was launched 
on November 21, 2014. 
Since then, Retinar PTR 
has undergone various 
tests and has been used 

in military exercises both 
at home and abroad, with 
improvements made 
based on feedback from 
the operations and the 
knowledge accumulated 
through Meteksan 
Defence’s operations in the 
field of radars. Accordingly, 
an order was placed by 
an undisclosed allied 
country in 2017, prior to 
an order being placed in 
Turkey, which put Retinar 
PTR one step ahead of its 
competitors.
Retinar PTR, the first 
member of the Retinar 
product family, was 
developed to provide 
border security and 
provide security to critical 
facilities. Designed for 
mobility and ease of use, 
the product can be carried 
by two people in special 
backpacks. By carrying out 
a micro-Doppler analysis 
of identified targets, the 
product can distinguish 
between vehicles, people 

or animals. The system 
is capable of detecting 
walking people from a 
distance of 4 km, small 
vehicles from a distance 
of 8 km and large vehicles 
from a distance of 10 km.

Detailed information 
on the Retinar product 
family is available at www.
retinar.com.tr, the website 
prepared specifically for 
the Retinar by Meteksan 
Defence. u

Meteksan Defence’s 
Retinar PTR Secures Place in 
Turkish Land Forces Inventory 
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